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To Our Readers:

xlilt, No. 5

May we call vour atte,rion to the article by Gus Hall: ..Myths
or

Thecrcllcol Orgco

Realities: commllnisrs and catholics." in this issue. This deals
with the
dialogue now in progress betrveen communists and catholics
in our
country. After reading it. we are co'fident you will want to
send out some

copies

to your catholic fi'iends. we have additionar copies on hand to

we were not able to seclrre all the articles on the 1964
elections we had promised you, But we will h:rve them
for our /une and
|uly issues. However, you will find much in this issue of considerable
interest to yourselt, to your friends and shoprnates. Almost
any one of the
articles can serr/e as the basis for a stin-rulating discussion
with prospective
see,

Why not try itl
It is our u'derstancing that progressive and Letl circres are debating
the significance of the recentry pu,blished manifesto, "The
Tripe Revolution." Hyman Lumer is preparing a Marxist analysis of this doc.ment.
Watch for it in an early issue.
A special issue of P.,4. on automation is rr<_r.,v in the works. Economists
and trade unionists, at home a,cr abroacl, have been asked
for articles.
Among the many subjects to be covcred will be: new developments
in
automation ancl collective bargaining, automation and monopoly
.rpitrlir_,
the effects of automatio. in steel, *uto, print ancr office,
,.,to-rtion
".rd
under socialism. A large printing is conte.rplate<r for a
maximum distribureaders.

tion.

will mark the hunirreth annir,-ersary of the First Internationar
in 1864, and the 45th anniversary of the Communist
Party, u.s.A,, born in r9rg. several articres devoted to th.r.
two important
celebrations wili be included in the September issue.
And nor,.,, for somc cxcitr,g tteu,:. We are happy to annollnce
that
beginning with /uly we will apirear i, o .,.*, ..,rk",rp,
new format, anil
new typc:. We expect this will modernizc our magazine,
make it more
ettractive ancl, above all. morc reaclable. We hope you
will like it.
Septen-rber

founded, by Marx
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Editorial Articles

At the time of the first sit-ins in
the South, we expressed the view
that this movement was "no mere

with ever greater insistence and militance.

continuation of previous struggles;
rather, it represents a tzetu phase of

DIALECTICS OF THE

And further: "Its basic significance
. . . Iies in the fact that it has ushered

With the advance of the struggle, internal conflicts within the Negro people's movement, growing,
out o{ its all+lass character, have

the Negro people's movement."
in a process of continuous active
mass resistance which will persist

THE STRUGGLE

until the fight to end all segregation repeatedly manifested themselves.
is won." (Political Affairs, Ilpril, Its history has been one of a series
of stresses and strains within the
r96o.)
And persisting it is. The strug- overall unity of purpose, of congle has by now advanced far beyond flicts between the more conservative
this initial stage. It has spread geo- tactics advocated by the leadership
graphically to the North and to the of the older, established organizaWest. It has greatly expanded the tions and the more militant tactics
scope of its demands and the emanating increasingly from the
breadth of its participation and sup- Negro masses themselves and up
port. It has evolved new methods held by new leaders responsive to.
of struggle, new tactic$, and new their moods.
Through these conflicts the strugorganizations and leaders. The call
gle
voiced
has moved forward; the old has
is
being
Now"
for "Freedom
otat Juury 2, 1945, zt Sq,Pqtt Ofige- ar- Nt---tp"b' \' -Y. udcr thc
Afiairs Publishen,
eL oi Much 1. ta].g, PoLITICAL AFFAIRS is publishcd moothly by Political
1ic-- ir 21 !tresi 26th Strea, Nes York 10, N. Y., rc whom subscripdoo payEents and corcspoad."iJ Jtiouia bc scnc Subectiptioa ntc cficctive 1964: 05.00 a ycaq $2.50 fot six mooths; foreign
end Ceoade, 16.00 r year. Sioele copi6 5O ccnu.
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POLITICAL AFFAIRS
been cornpelled to give way to the

WHITE AMERICANS AND CIVIL RIGHTS

new. Today the NAACP, which
once frowned on all direct action,

ultra-Right, have la ored to stir up
chauvinism and race hatred, and to
organize white counter-movements

advocates mass picketing and demonstrations as the "respectable" form

full

of

in

opposition to such
"extremist" tactics as the projected
struggle,

to the fight for

desegregation and
equality.
But the heroic struggle of the Ne-

gro people has had another, more
stallin of the New York CORE profound effect on white America.
.organizations. And today it is the It has brought into being a core of
Urban League which comes forward
as the main champion of preferen-

tial hiring of Negroes.
At the same time, much of the old
does not lose its utility. It persists
and becomes fused with the newer
forms in an ever-expanding arterial
of struggle.
Such are the dialectics of the
movement and the operation of its
internal contradictioni. Fundamentally the s resses and strains and the
internal conflicts are not, as some
would have it, indicative of disintegration or desperation born of
frustration. They are rather the
mode of its advance, of the achievemenr in each new phase of the
struggle, of the overall unity of the
movement on a higher plane.
The developing struggle has likewise greatly sharpened external
conflicts. For the response of the racist oppressors in the South has been
the stepping up of violence, brutality, terror and murder with the aim
of holding down the movement for
liberation at all costs. And throughout dre country the racist bigots, in
league with their comp,atriots of the

white support, steadily growing in
numtbers and in firmness and determination. This support includes a
considerable body of white youth,
particularly in our colleges. It includes a rising number of Protestant
ministers and rabbis, and, a section
of the Catholic clergy. It includes
some sections

of

organized labor,

small as yet, to be sure, but none the
Iess real. And it includes white
Americans in other walks of life as
well, increasingly ready to ally themselves with the struggles and aspirations for freedom of the Negro people.

A

in point is the high degree
of Negro-white unity displayed in
the recent mobilization in Albany in
support of the bill for a $r.5o an
hour minimum wage in the New
York legislaturg and the public recognition by such a labor leader as
case

Harry Van Arsdale, president of the
New York City Central Labor Council, of the importance of higher
wages for Negro workers to the entire working class. Then there is the
refusal of the New York sanitation
workers to remove cars involved in

if called upon to do so
by the city. There is also the UAW
convention resolution on the fight
against poverty, which calls for the
the stall-in

association of this with the civil
rights struggle (see article by Willian Allan elsewhere in this issue).
Especially impressive is the magnificent interfaith rally held in Washington on April 28, in which some
6,ooo clerical and lay representatives
of Protestantism, Catholicism and
]udaism called for immediate pas.
sage of the civil rig'hts legislation.
Finally, there is the just-announced
Harris Poll which finds that white
support for the civil rights legislation
has risen from 63/o last November
to 7o7o in April of this year-a development quite contrary to the
vociferous allegations of. growing
white opposition.
Thus, if the growing militancy and
determination of the Negro people
arouses increased counterattack$ by
the forces of racism and reaction,

by the same token they give birth to

a growing Negro-white unity. It
is the latter which refects the advance of the struggle and represents
its more durable and more signifi-

cant outcome. For the body of white

support will grow, while the racist
elements become increasingly isolated and progressively lose sup,port.

It will grow because of the growing moral revulsion among whites
against racist barbarism. But even
more, it will grow because the strug-

gle brings into ever sharper focus
the harm done by ]im Crow to
white Americans themselves. Segregated schools mean a poor quality

of

education for all children. Jim
Crow wages for Negro workers
mean lower wages for all workers.

Crumbling Negro ghettoes in the
hearts of our cities mean poorer
housing for white working people
as well, and contribute in no smill
degree to the alarming process of
metropolitan decay.

As Marxists have long pointed
out, a nation that oppresses others
cannot itself be free. Oppression de-

grades the oppressors. While a
handful of monopolies grow rich
from the oppression and super-e*ploitation of the Negro peopli, they
employ Jim Crow also at the expense of the white masses. This is
the lesson which Marxists must constantly inject into the struggle.

BT.IILDING WHITE SUPPORT

It is the spccial task of white progressives and Communists to strive
to build the core of white support, to

expand the area of Negro-white
unity. This means that thev them_
selves must advance ideoiosicallv
as the struggle moves for*r.j,
must learn to combat the sub ler "rri
and
more latent expressions of white
chauvinisrn which are brought to the
surface by this very adva=nce as it
pervades every aspect

of

social life.

POLITICAL AFFA]RS
Above all, they must avoid the pit-

fall, under the pressure of racis and
chauvinist reactions among the
white masses, of attempting to become tactical "advisers" to the Negro people. They must avoid placing themselves in the position of
giving encouragement and support
to t}te goverrlment spokesmen, the
daily newspapers, the white liberals
and others who, at every manifestation of militance, loudly call for
"moderation" lest the Negro freedom

fighters alienate white support.
Such counsels of "moderation"
are in reality counsels of retreat, of
abandonment of the battle. What
these "we11-wishers" advise the Negro people to do is not to steP up
forms of struggle, but to stick to
old, "respectable" forms which have
long proved by themselves inefiectual. Indeed, it is only by reiecting
"moderation" and adopting tactics
dcsigned to stir things up and force
the issue that the Negro people have
brought the struggle to its present
point. And it is only through the
Lontinuation of this course of action
that it will make further progress.
The fight for Negro freedom is in
the first place the fight of the Negro people themselves, and the methods of struggle must be fudged not
in terms of abstract standards set
up by those who "know better" but
first of all on the basis of their ac'
ceptability to the Negro PeoPle.
White piogressives do not aid the

struggle by becoming embroiled in
debates over orre tactic as against
anotherl they do so, rather, by givirrg wholehearted support to all

forms of suuggle which have the
support of the Negro people. Nor
should they take it upon themselves
to pass judgment in advance as to
whether or not that support does or
should exist.
This is not to say that the white
allies of the Negro people have no
voice in the rnatter. But tfuey wilt
participate in helping to shape policy
only to the degree that they grasp
the significance of the struggle in all
its aspects and to the degree that they
bring organized, effective white sup-

port to it.

A

case

in point is the battle over

tactics-specifically over the proposed

stall-in-which developed in connection with the opening of the World's
Fair in New York, a battle which
brought into sharp relief all the
stresses and strains imminent in
the struggle. In this battle many
white progressives found themselves
involved in opposition to the stallin, justifying it on the grounds of
the widespread opposition to the
tactic within the Negro leadership,
as well as on the grounds of the pre.

sumptive danger of alienating white
suppo,rt.

But this is a mistaken

of

approach,

one's intentions. The
weight of the attack belongs elsewhere. As Bayard Rustin and Rov

regardless

WHI]E AMERIC;\NS AND CIVL RIGHTS
Wilkins (both of whom opposed The central concern of white prothe stall-in tactic) point out, those gressives must be the fact that a
whites who decry such reactions by racist-instigated Parents and TaxNegroes should rather address them- payers organization could make its
seli'es more energetically to the fight ap'p€arance in New York and moagainst the evils which provoke these bilize a demonstration of r5,oo.o for

rLcdons.

segregated schools.

New YorftTimes
(April zr, ry64), Rustin writes that
while he opposes the stall-in, he
equally opposes "the tendency of
many New Yorkers to center their
entire attention (and a considerable
degree of abuse) on the leaders of the
stall-in as if it is the purpose of
these leaders simply to inconvenience
the people of New York or to embarrass the organizers of the fair."
He goes on to say: "To appeal to
these forces to 'behave themselves'
or to 'come to their senses' is useless. Their behavior is an un-

In

a letter to the

derstandable response

to conditions

the ghettoes. Rather it is the responsibility of men of goodwill to
see that those in power act vigorously
to remove the conditions that give
rise to what they consider to be extreme proiects."
Certainly, white New Yorkers who
deplored the stall-in proposal would
have done better to place the onus
on Mayor Wagner and the failure of

in

his administration to act. TheY
would have done better to focus on
the demands of the New York
CORE chapters on the maYor, and
to organizr large-scalg vocal white
support

for

them.

A

focal point of

their activity must be support of
the campaign to organize white supporters of integration, headed by the

of the
Community Church of New York
and David Livingston, president of
District 65 of the Retail, Wholesale
and Department Store Union. "The
campaign," reports the New Yorft
Times of April 2r, "is bringing to.
gether a wide range of organizations
and individuals in hopes of showing
that the bulk of New York's white

Reverend Donald Harrington

population favors school integration."

As for the question of

with

reference

tactics

to the World's Fair,

we believe the Communist Party of
New York was correct in taking a
position of support to all p'rojected

of demonstration-stall-ins,
picketing inside the fair grounds and
forms

at

gates, etc. The suitability and
of the various methods would
be determined in life by the supsuccess

port evoked.
To be sure, not all tactics are correct or efiective. Cbrtainly the experience of the s all-in needs critical
examination, and to this Cbmmu-

nists can and should contribute
in the light of their own extensiye
experience. This is not the place,

POLITICAL AFFAIRS
however, to attempt such an examination. But it is worth nothing here
that even though it did not itself
materialize as a mass action, the debate aroused by its mere proposal
had a profound effect on all actions
and contributed in no small measure
to the turnout for the picketing on
that day.

The building of

Negro-white

unity is increasingly crucial not only

for the civil rights struggle but for
the incipient war on p,overty and the
struggles of the working people as
a whole. To work persistently to expand white support, and above all
to efiect a basic change in the role

of labor in this struggle-these are
the requisites of achieving a qualitative breakthrough in this most
central and crucial of democratic
struggles

in our country.

The Country }leeds

a New Foreign Policy

We must "cut loose" from the famous speech of Winston Churchill
"cherished myths" that underlie the at Fulton, Missouri, in March, 1946,
cold war policies the United States which officially embarked United
has pursued for neady two decades. States imperialism on its cold-war
That is the impassioned plea of the course.
When Fulbright examines the inchallenging speech delivered by Senator ]. William Fulbright on March fexibility of U.S. policies with regard to Soviet-American relations,
efiect, the chairman of the with regard to Cuba, Panama,
Senate Foreign Relations Committee People's China, and shows unhesiemphasizes that no power on tatingly that U.S. imperialism has
earth can now reverse the profound' been unable to hold even its own
revolu'tionary changes which have allies in line, he is providing the
taken place since the end of World necessary arguments for a complete
War II. Either the United States revision of U.S. policies in all parts
adiusts its policies to the new real- of the w,orld.
ities, or it is bound to meet with
Relentlessly tearing to shreds one
further failures, with new far-reach- prevailing myth after another, Fuling economic and political setbacks bright ridicules. the self-righteousin one area of the globe after another. ness accompanying such myths as
For many years, consistently, we "the devil resides immutably in
Marxists have made this stress, in ad- Moscowr" or that every "Commuvocating a positive foreign policy nist state is an unmitigated evil and
for our country based on the neces- a relentless enemy of the free world."
sity of peaceful co-existence.
It is here that he incisively ques-

1E

In

ln
The editors of. Politicol

blemoriam

lffoirs wish to join with the many others who
ihe undmely d."t( o] p.oi..ro,

have expressed th-eir profound sorrow ou.r

Pau] A, Baran, Marxisr ecoromist and author, at the a[e of
53.
Professor Baran is well known to readers of poliiical l"n"i*

for

his

scholarly work, The Political Economy of Growth, *hi.h .."i.i.a o'
-H.
problems of economic development in underdevelolxd countr;.r.
*r,
a. regular contriburor ro M.onthly_Reaieu, and hii essay "Refections o1
the Cuban Revolution," written after his visit to Cuba in ,96o, .*pr.rr.a
his fervent support for the Cuban Revolu,tion.
. - A ^special tribute to. his courage- and forthrightness was his compiere
idenrification with Marxism despite he prevailing-pressures in this country.
He continued to speak and tea.h
,i
ivlarxirt i" rri, n.ia. r+.
", "uo*.i
was Professor of Economics at Stanford
University at the time of his
death on March 27,

END CO[-D WAR MYTHS

When Fulbright

underscores,

time and again, "We must dare to
think about'unthinkable thoughts,"'
he is saying we must put an end to
the cold-war preiudices and misconceptions that have long plagued
our country under both Republican
and Democratic administrations.
These policies date back to the in-

tions the very foundation of the cold-

war edifice-the Hitlerite "Big Lie".
of anti-Communism-the manufao
tured menace o "Communist imperialism," which has been dinned into
the minds of the American people
to whip up anti-Soviet hysteria and
clothe a reactionary imperialist policy in the garb of "national security." "national interestr" and "protecting freedom."

POLITICAL AFFAJRS

Of

even greater significance, is

Fulbrigh,t's insistence that we must
distinguish "between Communism

as an ideology and the power and
policy of the Soviet state." It is not

the doctrine of Communism, he
points out, that presents a threa to
the United States. A nation becomes
an enemy, regardless of its ideology,

if it

"mobilizes its power

for

ag-

gressive purposes."
We can have no quarrel

with this
position. We can only applaud the
courage

of the man who finally

dared to pierce the wall

of

McCarthyite conformity, which has for so
long prevailed in Washington. For,

differentiation should

be

made

among them. Nevertheless, he makes
a vigorous argument for the need to
"bring a degree of normality into
our relations with the Soviet Union
and other Communist countries." He

by Communists and likelY to remain
ro for the indefinite future." He then

ease

identifies himself with the recommendation of former Assistant Secretarv Hilsman of maintaining an
"open door" to seek imProvement
in relations with Communist China.

socialist camp "can serve as an effec-

ADVOCATES A NEW POLICY

for new initiatives further to
world tensions, and he makes
a powerful case why trade with the
calls

tive and honorable means of advancing bo h peace and human welfare."
In the same vein, he exposes the
false premises of U.S. policy toward
Cuba, calling for the abandonment
of the myth that the Castro regime

"is going to collapse or disappear
up to now, no one could even in the immediate future." Indicating

whisper that Communism is not a
rvorld-wide conspiracy but a vast
body of scientific thought, an ideology to which over one-t}rird of mankind adheres. Whether one agrees
with Communism or not, as an
ideology it belongs in the realm of
contending ideas; it is not a weapon
in diplomacy; nor can it be placed
in the dock to be judged in our courts
or condemned b,y our laws.
Senator Fulbright punctures the
myth that communist governments
are not really governments at all but
'brganized conspiracies," a myth
incorporated in the McCarran Act.
Regrettably, however, he still repeats the cold war cliches of "Com'
munist imperialism" and the mythi'
cal "threat" it poses while he is arguing that not all Communist countries pose the same threat, and

A NEW FOREIGN POLICY
mainland China, and that is ruled jective of the speech and the impact

that he does not question the "desirability" of an economic boycott
against Cuba but only questions "its
feasibility," he goes on to say that
the Castro regime "is not on the
verge of collapse," nor is it "likely
to be overtfuown by any policies
which we are now pursuing." Cuba
(he reasons from his class position)
may be "a distasteful nuisance" but
it is not "an intolerable danger"
to the United States.
In regard to China, Senator Fulbright also breaks new ground.
While expressing opposition, "under
present circumstancesr" to the recognition of China or its seating in the
United Nations, he decries the unyielding stand of the United States.
He calls for accepting the reality,
like it or not, that "there are not
really 'two Chinas' but only one,

There is much more in Senator
Fulbrisht's speech that is signifi...rt ,id explbsive. That is whY one
must not bi diverted into fank atto the misconceP
tacks by pointing
"still
to be found
tions thal are
throughout the sPeech. For, while

it can have in shaping public opinion

in the country.

What stands out is not the old
mythology, but the challenge to the
whole ralionale of the cold war witn
all its obsolete attitudes and slogans
in fagrant disregard of a changing
world. It is no exaggeratiolt to say
that what the Encyclical Pacem in

Teris, of the now deceased PoPe
)ohn XXIII, achieved in the religious arena by shaking up the Catho-

lic world on the need of adjusting
to the new evolving world, can be
achieved in the political arena bY
the speech of the Senator. A foreign
policy which separates myth from
tq iealify, breaks with outmoded ideas

Senator Fulbright asks the country
relinquish "old myths in the face of

new iealitiesr" he continues to cling
to some cold-war mYths himself.

and practices, bases itself on "current

world politics" in this

"comPlex

and rapldly changing world," is a
This often distorts his otherwise new policy, a policy leading awaY
a policy of Peace
coEent analvsis and leads him, unfor- from the cold war,
That is
peaceful
coexistence.
and
inarmed
IJ.S.
support
to
t,riately,
respeech
Fulbright's
Senator
tervention in South Vietnam to Pro- why
our
day.
of
needs
fects
the
to
tect "its freedom." This clinging
By this, Senator Fulbright prothe old is also evident in his insistent
the peace movement in our
vides
exploit
imperialism
U.S.
ursins that
thE iieological rift-in the socialist country with a new weapon which,
camo and"turn it "to our own ad- if properly employed, can raise the
vaniage," while encouraging "those s ruggle for peace to a new political
bloc lountries which wish to max- plane. For he makes no attempt to
imize their indePr'endence," in the shift responsibilities for the failure
hooe. no doubt, of weaning them to resolve long-standing international
,wav f.om the socialist camP' None- trouble spots on the intransigence
theless, fallacious as some of his of the Soviet lJnion, or its unwillingarguments patently are, these require ness "to enter mutually advantageous
to-be viewed as of secondary impor- arrangements with the West." On
all his crititance, subordinate to t-he central ob' the contrary, he centers

cism on the intransigence of the
United States, on its failure to adopt
policies which will advance the
cause of peace. The Senator does not
select one or another aspect of U.S.
foreign policy for criticism. It is a
calculated speech, covering .a vast
area, encompassing essentially the
whole gamut of U.S. foreign policies.

As the
Weeft

A NEW FOREIGN

POLITICAL AFFAIRS

IU

financial organ Basiness
(Lpril4" ry6$ points out, this

is the first time since the beginning
of the cold war when "virtually the
entire spectrum of U.S. foreign policy is being seriously challenged."
An understanding of this central
thesis of the Fulbright speech can
help overcome a certain hesitation
and even ambivalence which is often
present in our country's peace movement. There is a reluctance to concentrate on home ground and to
evaluate critically the measures that
have been adopted by our own government. More often than no the
emphasis is on a "plague on both
your houses." Senator Fulbright's
serious analysis of t}e cold-war policies pursued by our government
which at best, as he puts it, "is subject to the malady of chronic and
excessive caution," can help give to
the peace movement a new unifying
perspective.

DEVELOPING CURRENT
FOR PEACE
Senator Fulbright's speech cannot
be regarded merely as a trial balloon

to test the temper of the country.
It is reflective of a growing pressure
coming from a developing social,
political and economic current in the
country which has been slowly ac-

curnulating strength and is now
erupting with dramatic force-a cnrrent, that questions not iust this or
that phase of U.S. foreign policy,
but the whole structure of the cold
war. This current cuts across all
strata of our population representing
people of diverse political views. It
embraces a small but growing section of the labor movement (UAW,
ILWU, TWU and others), important civil rights leaders who see the
link between equality and peace, a
considerable segment of scholars, scientists and professionals, numerous
statesmen in and out of the administration and Congress, and a significant section of the business community. A number of major newspapers
(like the N. Y. Times) have ilso
on occasion questioned the rigidity
of cold war policies.
Since the critical days of the Cuban crisig when the peace of the
world_ hung dangerously as if by a
thread, the awareness has shown
that the policy of "containment',
and "brinkmanship" is fraught with
terrifying consequences. This, too,
has sparked the demand for a "new
look," a reappraisal of U.S. foreign
policies, adjustins them to the new
world relationship of forces and to
the character of the new weaponry
which makes war as an instrumeni

of policy unthinkable. The aforementioned article in Business Weeft also

reflects this awareness. While it
says that the Administration's reaction to the Fulbright speech "has
been restrained," and that both Presi-

dent Johnson and Secretary of State

Dean Rusk "hastened to repudiate
Fulbright's call for a more pliable
approach to Cuba and Panamar" it,
nevertheless, is impelled to point out
that "Administration officials recognize that Fulbright's speech reflects
a growing feeling in Congress and
the country that the political map of
the world that has guided U.S. foreign policy makers is out of date.
. . . It is this new world situation
how the U.S. should respond
-and
to it-that fuels the debare. ."
So does the big business magazine
Fortune (April, 1964). Refecting
the opinions of important monopoly
groups, who have for some time
pressed for lifting the restrictions on
trade with the socialist camp; if for
no other reason than the desire to
get a share of this growing profitable
market, an article entitled "Trading

With the Devil With a

Shorter

Spoon," frankly states that an em-

bargo on trade with the socialist
countries is inconsistent with the obiective of seeking a detente. The
article says:

A decade and a half has passed
since the U.S. made the decision to
cut commercial ties with that large
part of the world that is Communist.

rI

POLICY

For a major trading nation o exercise
any such prolonged restraint on its
trade is without precedent in modern

times. . . The

Senate Foreign Relations Cornmittee has just begun a fullscale inquiry into the policy, and that

is only one of several indications that
a major reappraisal is under way.
Such reappraisal has to begin with
the realization that no amount of U.S.
leadership, diplomacy or pressure (including the pressure of private boycotts) is likely to prevent our allies
from trading with the Communists.
All the other advanced industrial nations of the Western world incline to
the view that one customer is as good
as another, regardless of the color ol
his flag-indeed, 'West Germany, the
target of almost weekly abuse from
Moscow is today and has been for
some years the Soviet bloc's leading
'Western
trading parrner. Given that
basic attitude any talk of forging a
common alliance position against trade
with the East is so much banquet oratory.

The capitalist world as a whole
did almost $g billion worth of business with the socialist countries last
year, with a substantial part going
to'West Germany, France, England,
Italy and Japan. United States' share
was a mere $z5r million, with U.S.
exports to the Soviet Union being
only $zo million. U.S. failure to im-pose its will on its allies and an easing in world tensions, has catapulted
the demand for revising trade restrictions into a major issue in the country. Such business groups as the

Chamber

of

Commerce,

the Inter-
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national Executives Association, the
of the Plastic Industry, and
others have made this demand. Ful-

Society

bright's speech should widen the
of debate to include trading

.arena

with C,ommunist nations. With a
further improvement in the international climate, trade with the socialist countries and the new develop
ing nations, if it will be trade based
on mutual reciprocity and equal
treatment, provides unlimited possibilities for expansion. And, such
trade expansion would be beneficial
not only to the socialist countries but
to the United States as well, providing jobs for tens of thousands of
workers now unemployed.
Should U.S. restrictions on trade
be lifted, they would bring to an end
the longest economic blockade in history.

EXTERNAL ARENA
OF STRUGGLE
There is a coincidence of interest
today between the people who desire
peace, whose economic interests can
be best served by peace, and there-

fore want to see an end to the cold
war, and important business circles
who seek a greater share of the socialist market and therefore want an
end to the cold-war restrictions on
trade. This factor enhances the opportunities for bringing U.S. foreign
policies into greater conformity with
the nature of the present epoch. But
this will not take place automatically.

It will not be realized without a sharp
and prolonged struggle, arousing i
major debate in the country and
drawing into positive actioni new
sections of the population.
Such a deb,ate, accompanied by
many-sided activities, can help bring
into being a new alignment of forcei
within the country of such power
and strength that it can force i new
foreign policy-a policy which will
advance the cause of peace-upon the
Administration. Suih a debate can
create new possibilities either for
changing the official cold war position of the AFLCIO leadership or
isolate and drive under cover the
Meany-Lovestone cold warriors,
bringing the labor movement activelv
into the fight for peace, for expanded
trade and- f,or a peacetime economy.
Such a debate can strengthen the
wings of the "doves" against the
hawks" in the Administration,
which is watching the reacrion to
Fulbright's speech as carefully as
counting votes in a national election.

The debate cannor be deferred
until after the Presidential elections

for fear of rocking the boat, as some
contend. It must be stimulated and
spread now so that it becomes the
very center of the election

campaign,
compelling each candidrt. to ^rp."rk

out on the issue of the cold war.
Otherwise,.the new opportunity pro-

vided by the Fulbright ,p...h '*ill
be dissipated, and the inemv of

peace

will

benefit.

t3
A NEW FOREIGN POLICY
For the reactionary and ultra-Right of relations with the socialist councabal in our country have no inten- tries. It is the infuence of the ultrations of deferring the debate. They Right-Pentagon pressure 4rr P-*1'
have already begun the clamor. Vio- lvz=es the sovernment and intimi'
lating historical analogies, m-.Y drt.r th. eE ctiveness of the people's
charge, as does the charrnan of the pressure. Unless they are resolutely
Republican National Com4ittee combatted the new opportunities that
William E. Miller, that Fulbright have opened up for infuencing-'the
advises the "same road which Ne- future course our country will be

Chamberlain traveled in the lost.
The thousands of letters received
r93o's." The Presidential hgPeful,
Senator Fulbright which overby
Fulbright
6arrv Goldwater, accuses
acclaimed his stance,
grow
whelmingly
who
men
all
of
"the
folly
of
weary of freedom's fight and retreat the standing ovation he received at
into isolationism and appeasement." the University of North Carolina
Numerous Republican candidates, in Chapel Hill early this month,
misreading the asPirations of our serves t; indicate, if only in a small
people foi peace, feel they can ride way, the true temper of our peopl-e.
to victory by labeiling every steP They can be drawn into struggle
toward easing world tensions as "go- to make :,964 an imPortant turning
ing soft on Communism." TheY de- point in the struggle for Peace, for
mind a stiffening and not an easing democracy, for security.

ville
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Myths

0r Realities: Communists and Catholics

By Gus Hall

which has developed over the Communists' reaction to the Encyclical.

THE DIALOGUE

"Myths" is an old rvord which is
acquiring a new meaning in the

based on my,ths. On the other hand,
that class whose self-interest is iden-

political lexicon. Myths are the ghosts tified with change and progress-the
of yesteryear's realities.
working class-tends to base its posiPolicies and attitudes based on tions on the changing realities. In
what was once real but is now non- this contest, reality is stronger than
existent are based on myths. Those myth. Positions and concepis based
who persist in them are like people on myths ecome shipwrecked on
desperately pulling at the oari oi a the hard facts of reality.
boat on a lake which has long ago
The subject of this article is the
gone dry. Such policies and atti- abandonment of certain myths withtudes are based on wishful thinking, in the Catholic Church, a develop
on a make-believe world.
rnent of tremendous significance for
Our government's cold war foreign the whole world.

policies, for example, are based on
myths; hence they are in growing
contradiction to the realities of today's world. This is why Senaror
Fulbright's myth-busting speeches
have had such deep reverbeiations.
Policies out of touch with reality

THE NEW ENCYCLICAL
The reason the Encyclical of pope
John XIII, Pacern in Tenis, ias
created such a stir in the world is
that it has opened the doors of the
Catholic community to the realities
of this day. It has subjected to serious questions and discussion old
policies based on generations of
Tfttrr. In effect, Pope ]ohn opened
the_ door and said, t'Look, and you
will see how the world has changed.',
The Catholic community, hJ declared, must learn to understand
these changes. It must adjus,t to the
new reality and 6nd its place in it.
The debate that has blen raging
around Pacem in Tenis since it firsi
saw the light of day is now itself a
part of the record. I want here to
discuss briefy a small segment of
this debate, namely, the dialogue

are by no means a new phenomenon.
But they have become an increasingly

prominent feature in the capitalist
world. The basic reason for this is
that in these days, when the old
world system of capitalism is being
replaced by a new world system of
socialism, reality is changing at
record speed. Policies that do not
keep up with this changing world
and are not rooted in the revolution
ary upheaval which is taking place
become policies engulfed in myths.
That class in society which resists
change and progress and strives to
hang on to the past*the capitalist
class-beomes the bearer of policies
t4

OPEI{S

Two days after the EncYclical was
issued, I presented a rePor! on the
sisnificance of this historic document
,o", grorrp of leading Commrrnists'

ThesJ remarks were delivered from

a set of rough notes.

These were
la,ter mimeographed and about a
thousand copies mailed out. In response to numerous requests for
more copies we mailed out another
thousand. They were sent to both
Communists and non.Communists,
but mainly to the latter.
An indication of the estimate of
the Encyclical presented in the notes
is given by the following brief
excerpts:

The impor ant thing is that

it

takes

a stand foi peace in a new manner, for
democracy in a new way, for disarmament in a concrete fashion. Some of
the strongest sections are those against

racism and colonialism. It gives
the working class a new recognition as

a fact in life. . .

It

Places human

rishts hisher than ever before.
"B..rrr." of some of the old concepts
we have in our PartY, esPeciallY in
regard

to

religious institutions, there

is-a scoffing and cynicism which

maY

well become a hindrance in the understanding, appreciation and use of
this document. . . . We must view the

Encvclical as a new and fresh look at
the ne* epoch bY an imPortant world
leader and movement, as a readiustment to the present 'balance of world
forces.

..

.

This document will sharPen he
a reassess*.rrilb,rt more, it'is also a by-product
of the new alance in the relationship
of world forces and will in turn have
strussle. The Encyclical is

an eflect on these

forces.

Shortly after the mailings, the
Il/ashington Post ran an "expos6"
on the so-calIed "secret" Communist
notes. A$ is the standard Practice
of the commercial press where Communists are involved, theY did not
publish the notes, for if theY had,
it would have been imPossible ro
present them as something "sinister"
and "secret."

A few days later in its issue of
November 9, 1963, the Catholic
weekly America, the conservative
voice of the New York diocese, took
the cue and even embellished on the
"expos6." The editors admitted that
they had received four copies of the
notes. How then could these be
turned into a plot? Simply by falsely
inferring that it was F.B.I. agents
in the C,ommunist Party that had
sent them these "secreC' documents.
America also did not reprint the

But it did conclude its editorial by saying: "Strange, isn't it,
that the head of the Communist
Party seems better ab,le to appreciate
Pope |ohn's message than some
notes.

l"
The editors of Continuum,

Catholics

a

scholarly Catholic quarterly published in Chicago, commenting on
the notes and the editorial position
of America, wrote (Winter, i964):

In the early sumrner, long before
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the date mentioned in the editorial, up in a sterile anti-Communism"
I received a copy of the 'secret' docu- and he concludes:
ment of Mr. Gus Hall. Mr. Hall included with tle notes, a courteous
. . we have been so slow to react
personal letter, explaining that the that the Communists have already
notes were being sent to interested taken over the most splendid causes.
Catholics and to all members of he We are driven to a common labor.
communist party throughout the We did not choose them, any more than
country, to encourage a study of the they chose us; it is history that comgreat new encyclical, Pacem in Teris. pels us to work together.
They went on to say:

This dialogue has since further

What is deeply regrettable in the
(in Anzeica) is the dismissal, out of hand, of the possibility of
sincere interest in the social thought
of Pope )ohn, on the part of commueditorial

And yet curiously enotgh, Pacem
the very hope;
the hope that just such interest will be
awakened, both among Marxists and
nis,ts.

in Tetis is filled with
Catholics.

...

For a door is open. The opening is
the work of a great Pope. And the

American Marxists have shown in a
remarkable fair way, .that hey are
willing to match Pope John's giant
step in the direction of a detente.

Soon after there appeared, in a
special edition of the French Franciscan Missionary publicaion Freres
dw Monde (No. 3-4, 1963), devoted

to Pacem

in Terris, an article

on

the notes by Father Herve Chaigne,

O.F.M. This article was translated
and published in the March, 1964
issue of the Catholic Worrter.
Father Chaigne welcomes the
notes as indicating that on social
questions, Catholics and Communists

may travel the same road. He cautions the church not "to shut itself

expanded, including personal discus-

sions and exchanges of views between Catholic and Communist
spokesmen as

well as other articles

and editorial reactions in numerous
pu,blications throughout the country.

What is the significance of thesc
I The first positive result
is the dispelling of myths on both
sides. The participants are acquiring
exchanges

a new understanding of one another's

viewpoints. As
velop, the areas
expanding.

the exchanges deof agreement keep
And they will continue

to do so to the extent that the participants all start from the same basic

premise-that they are all sincerely
in the betterment and
progress of mankind.

interested

OONTINUING THE DIALOGUE

We Communists, of course, are
always ready and willing to take
an additional step along this path.
It is our conviction that as long as
there are areas of agreement, there
is no reason why we cannot initiate
united activities to achieve these
aims.

This dialogue has opened up

a

discussion about attitudes as they are
related to dre realities of today. That
we have critical things to say about

each other's a,ttitudes is an under'
standable, in fact, a necessarY element of a serious dialogue. The pur-

of

such criticism should, of
to seek thc path to an
even closer understanding. Criticism
that is slanderous serves no Purpose.
With this in mind, then, let us
continue the dialogue.
The bedrock condition for the
continued existence of reality as we
now know it-in fact of any conceivable reality-is the ability of
mankind to find the pa,th ahead
without in the process blowing itself into oblivion, or at best into a
world in which its deformed remnants are left to struggle through untold generations for bare survival.
Past generations did not have to
deal with reality in such dimensions.
We mlst. To evade this responsibility, to ignore this qualitatively new

pose

course, be

t7

tion of chattel slavery. That enslaved
nations and peoples will con'tinue to
move unalterably to era&cate all

forms of bon&ge is an inevitable
feature of today's world. That the
working class will strive to end a
system of exploitation that forces it
to be the producer with no saY in
the disposition of its product is
equally incontrovertible. Is there_any'
one today who cannot see that Negro

Americans and other oPPressed
minorities in our counuy will no
longer accept second-class citizenship

in any form, now or in the fu'ture

?

Is there anyone who cannot see that
the Latin American countries will
not endlessly submit to domination
and robhery at the hands of the U.S.
monopoliesl Is it not clear that

counter-revolutions like that in
Brazil can only retard the struggle

for liberation but cannot alter

its
direction and frnal outcomel
What gives this epoch its distinctive character is that there are now

two world systems-the old system
of capitalism and the rising new
world of socialism and communisrn.
Both systems have available a onecan
swiftly
in which such policies
bring mankind to a point of no hundredfold overkill of nuclear
return. Today the choice is tru'ly "to weapons. To behave as if these two
world systems did not exist is inbe or not to be."
There are some who contend that deed to fall victim to the most danthc menace of nuclear destruction gerous of myths.
All these are features of progress,
dictates a policy of accepting the
statas quo. But this is falling prey lying at the very heart of today's
to the grandfather of all myths, for process of change-a process that
element, is not only to Perpetuate
amitudes and policies founded on
myths. It is also to do so in a world

changc and development are inherent

in nature and in human society.
Social progress today is as inevitablc
as it was in thc days of thc destruc-

nothing can halt. The question, therefore, is not one of preventing nuclear
war in a static world, but rathcr to
prcventing it in an advancing world.

POLITICAI. AFFAIRS
Policies based on anything less than

the recognition of this are futile

policies.

We Communists are ready to be
judged by our fellow men on rhe
€xtent to which our attitudes and
actions reflect the fundamental realities of today's world. And we are
the firs,t to admit that in order to
bring our own policies into closer
harmony with these realities, we too

is one of opposition to all
liberal tendencies aod all democratic
currents under the guise of antisocialism and anti-communism. In
practice these eadier pronouncernents have given a lead for the sup"
port of all ultra-Right, conservative
and anti-democratic elements. It is
messages

not surprising, therefore, that in some
areas it was the bookstores handling

Marxist literature to which even
Catholics had to go to buy a copy
of Pacem in Terris.
CONFLICTS IN THE CAT}IOLIC
One should, of course, not give
COMMUMTY
undue weight to isolated facts, but
Is not the underlying theme of I believe the following illustrates the
Pacetn in Tenis that the Catholic difficult path that the message in
community should readjust its atti- Pacem in Teris has to travel in the
tude so that it will better refect the Catholic community. In their atworld of todayl The Encyclical tempts to bury the theme of Pacem
clearly pointed toward the need for in Teruis with Pope John, some
ending the cold war. It therefore Catholic spokesmen are conducting a
struck a responsive chord in the ra,ther persistent campaign against
ranks of Catholicsi since it corre- what they call "the cult of the permust discard some deepseated myths.

sponded to their assessment of reality.

But it must be said that there has
developed a strong resistance to this
theme of Pacem in Terris, The
attacks on our notes are in actuality
attacks on the Encyclical. This oppo
sition to the line of Pope )ohn is
of great significance for the whole
world.

in

I believe it is correct to say that

the United States the majority of
the leading figures of the Catholic
community have in fact reiected
Pacem in Terris. These leaders continue to take their political and
social guidance frorn the statements
of earlier Popes, especially Pope Fius
XI. The overall theme of these earlier

sonality" of Pope John. For example,

unusual attention is being given in

U.S. Catholic literature to an article on the "cult of Pope |ohn" by
the editor of the French ]esuit review, Etudes, appearing in English
in the Catholic Mind, November,
1963. The editor deplores the "astonishing sociological phenomenon that
the man in the street has been caught
up in a kind of a cult for the dead

Poper" and then adds: "But this
of a myth is not without

creation
danger."

It is clear that this attack is not
on Pope ]ohn's "cult" as a religious
leader, but rather on the political
theme in Paccm in Teris, for the
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editor adds, in a red-bairing vein, proclaimed that they were from a
that Pope John "was on friendly Catholic college in Cleveland, Ohio.
terms with politicians, particwlaily Their signs called for more, bigger
ta.ith the men ol the Left." (Em- and dirtier nuclear bombs-their
phasis added.) What frighteni the answer to the local Easter peace
editor and others, obviouily, is no,t parade that had called for a test ban
the "cult" but rather the reiponse of treaty.
the "man on the street" to the EnOr consider the recent pronouncecyclical's appeal to adjust to the new ments of Cardinal Cushing, reiterrealities of our times.
ating his support of rhe John Birch
Within the American Catholic Society and apologizing to its leaders
community, the struggle is sharp. for having, only a week before, deMost of it takes place below the sur- nounced it for having called |ohn
face. Books are being banned on F. Kennedy a Communist. He
critical grounds, articles are being ascribed the denunciation to a
screened, Catholic professors are "hoax" and said: "With regret at
b.iog barred from teaching in the temporary worry caused many
Catholic insritutions, priests are being

transferred and shified-all in thE
efiort to hold on to the old positions.
Again, one should not exaggerate
the meaning of an isolated faa, but
how is one to assess the followingl
At the very moment rvhen college
students in ever greater numbers
all over ttre country are taking part
in peace activities of all kinds, a
Catholic student newspaper at St.
Louis University applauds as heroic
the action of the student bodv of
another Catholic school, Marquette

University, in voting- overwhelmingly that they would be willing and
ready to fight a nuclear war against
the Communist lands.
In this connection, it is worth
noting t}rat as a rule neither the
student bodies nor the faculties of
Catholic schools are to be counted
in the ranks of the peace marchers.
In ry62 I witnessed a parade o[
about a hundred studenrs who openly

good people by the hoax perpetrated
on me, I send you and your associates all good wishes and kind regards." (Neut YorftTimes, April25,
1964.) Thus he returns to his original endors€ment of this blatandy
neo-fascist, anti-democratic, anti-

Negrq antiJabor organization. In

the face of this professed support to
everything the Birchites stand for so

long as they do not call the late
President Kennedy a Communist, do
not his statemenrc of support for the
civil rights movement become sheer
hypocrisy and a hollow mockery of
the victims of racisml
Do not these actions refect an
official atmosphere, and was not
Pacem in Terrk a call for a change
in this atmosphere? There is a growing number of voices in the Catholic

Church that support the call for
such a change. This was expressed
in the editorial staremenr ii Con..
iinaum: "For the door is opcn. Thc
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is the work of a great by Hochhuth's play "The Deputy."
Life now presents us with a new
Pop.." On the other h*d, the
"Maginot line" of diehard defense set of specific issues, and history will
of the old is represented by the judge each of us by our attitude
opening

editors of Amuica, who grimly say:
"We know what to expect and shall
be ready to encounter it."

toward these. First among them is
preservation of wodd peace. And
once again, to be for peace in general
is not enough. History will ask:
THE IUDGEMENT OF HISTORY "What did you do in the struggle
History judges individuals and or- for disarmament, for the test ban
ganizations not on the basis of treaty to relax world tensionsl What
generalities but by their expressed did you do in behalf of the ending
attitudes and by the concrete actions of colonialism in all forms, of holdthey take regarding the central issues ing back the hand of U.S. aggresof the day. In the thirties, these sion again Cuba, of getting the U.S.
issues grew out of the menace of forces out of South Vietnaml What
fascism and war and out of the eco- did you do to press for a policy of
nomic depression. In the struggle support to independence for the
against fascism and for world peace, peoples of South America and to
one had to take sides on such con- the democratic movements fighting
crete issues as: for or against demo- for that independencel" And so on.
A seoond key issue is the struggle
cratic institutionsl for or against the
right of trade unions to exist; for of Negro Americans for full equality
or against the rights of Communists; and freedom. On this score, history
for or against the murder of millions will not accept as proof of one's
of ]ews; for or against the demo- intentions mere pious pronouncecratically elected government of ments about the brotherhood of
Loyalist Spain; for or against the man. Its accounting will include the
raping of smaller nations by the presence or absence of actions for
fascist Axis powers. History will the ending of specific forms of disrecord neutrality on these issues as crimination, in jobs, schools, housing,
actions favoring the aggressor, in for civil rights legislation, for the
right to vote. Only such active parthis case fascism.
In the course of the struggle to ticipation in struggle leaves its imchange its policies, the Catholic print.
Onc must, of course, take posiChurch will have to reassess its
record during those crucial years. tive note of the vcry active role of
This is necessery in order to learn large sections of the Catholic clergy
from one's own history. Indeed, such in the civil rights suuggle. This has
an examination is alrcady taking helped greatly to creatc a better
placc among the public, for example moral climatc for the struggle. The
in thc intensc discussion promptcd task that now confronts the clergy
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is how to infuence the white members of the church to become active
fighters for civil rights. This is a test
of the Church's ability to meet the
new and higher level of responsibility imposed by the specific features of the struggle today.
A third key issue is the destructive
impact of automation on large sections of the American working people. The concrete tackling of this
problem demands clearly defined
positions on such specific issues as
the thirty-hour week, nationalization
of industries, labor and government
control of automated processes, large
government economic programs for
jobs and social welfare, etc.

Finally, there is the struggle
the dangerous ultra-Right,
neo-fascist movements and for the'
against

preservation and extension of democ-

racy. This, too, demands specific
answers. What is the Church doing
to expose and root out these mo'vements ? More specifically, what are
the Protestants doing about such
fascist-oriented movements as that of
the

Billy Hargisl And what are

Catholics doing about those ultra-

Right elements that make specific
appeals to Catholics, such as Buckley's
National Reaieu and the Brooklyn
Tablet?

History

will ask: Did you

give

these elements encouragement either

by active support or by neutrality,
or did you actively oppose theml
Did you hide behind the smokescreen

of

anti-Communism,

or

did

you take part in the struggle for

I Did you take a stand
against the McCarran Act, the Smith
Act, the Landrum-Griffin Act and

democracy

other anti-democratic laws ?
Such are the alternatives which
confront the Catholic Church, as
they do all of us. With regard to
these, Pope John's Encyclical has
truly opened the door to a new direction, a new course of action for
the Church. And with this it has
opened the door to meaningful dialogue between Catholics and Communists, for the basis of such a
dialogue can be provided only by
a common purpose in the allimportant struggle for peace, freedom and human progress in our
dry.
In this dialogue, some have quoted
Scripture as a basis for our working
together, in particular the following:
"And all that believed were together
and had all things in common; And
sold their possessions and goods, and
parted them to all men, as every man
had need. And they, continuing daily
with one accord in the templer. and
breaking bread from house to house,
did eat their meat with gladness and
singleness of heart." (Book of Acts,
lI, z4) These are indeed humanistic
concepts that should make it easier
for us to see eye to eye and work together in joint efforts for the betterlment of humankind. With this aim
in mind, it is incumbent on both
sides to pursue further the dialogue
already begun, and it is hoped that
this article will contribute to that
end.

Ihe Economic 0utlook
By lrving Bellows
When the Kennedy administration
came to power in 196r, the U.S.
economy, suflering from the basic
contradictions that plague American
capitalism, was in an especially bad
strategic posirion. For several years,

it

had drifted and foundered even
more than usual and a number of
problems of actual or potential seriousness were steadily becoming more
aggravated.

THE PERIOD

OF

STAGNATION
The fairly strong growth of the
early postwar years and the Korean
War period had given way since
rg53 to near stagnation. output was
moving upward only by inches and
several times slid back to levels
below what had been achieved at
considerably earlier periods. Between

Unemployment was increasing in

bringing the economy ever further away from tlte
goal o{ full employment. According

successive booms,

to the official estimates, the rate of unemployment averaged 2.9/6 in ry53,

it approach this
level even in single months. In the
upswing of. ry54-r957, it fell below
+% in only three months and in the
Never again did

in May, 196o, it fell
in only one month.
During the recessions of rgST-

rise that ended

below 5/s

1958 and ry6-ry6r, unemployment
soared to levels well above the 6/s

which many orthodox

economists

had previously talked about as the
"danger line." In 1958, the rate of
unemployment was 7.o/e or above
in seven months and pierced the
7.5/o mark in two. In 196o-6r, it
was above 6.5/s in eleven months.
The official estimates, which do not
take into account involuntary parttime employment and those who
want iobs but are not actively seeking them because they are not to
be found, greatly underestimate the
true level of joblessness. The deteriorating unemployment situation
was particularly evident in a growth
of chronic, long-term unemployment
and an increase in the number of

1953 and tg6o, both the gross
national product (total output oI
goods and services) and industrial
production rose by about r9/s, an
average annual rate of increase of
only about 25% per year.
Cyclical upswings in business
activity were getting shorter. The
rise, which ended in ]uly, 1953,
lasted 45 months, The next one,
which ended in ]uly, 1957, lasted 35
months. The third rise, running to depressed areas.
May, 196r, had a duration of only
After having been relatively stable
25 months.
for two or three years, consumer
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prices resumed a sharp upward
in 1955. The official consumer
price index rose from 93.3 in that
year to ro3.r in ry6
an increase
of about tr/e. This-not only hit
hard into wages and salaries, but

climb

to confict with one another. For
a sluggish economy, it prefers an

gnawed away at the very foundation
of the insurance and pension systems

easing of fiscal and monetary poliry,
such as lowering interest rates, increasing government spending or
reducing taxes. But these measures
tend to aggravate the problems of
in{lation and the balance of p y-

which are based on fixed payments
in dollars, without reference to their
real purchasing power.
In 1958, a troublesome deficit in
the U.S. balance of international
payments appeared. During the years
1958 and 196o, the deficit ran between $3 and $4 billion a year with
a total gold outflow of over $5
billion. This deficit both refected
and contributed to the decline in
the position of American capitalism
relative to the other major capitalist
powers, from its zenith in the earlier
postwar period. Gone were the days
when U.S. imperialism, riding high
on a monopoly of the world's most
wanted currency, was handing down
aid and lectures on economics to
the other leading capitalist countries.
Now, somewhat chastened, it had to
request their cooperation for han-

dling its own problems.
The combination of a slack economy and heavy unemployment,
along with inflation and a balance of
payments deficit, posed a special
dilemma to our big$usiness dominated government because the measures which it prefers to use to combat these two sets of problem tend

ments. For such problems

it

prefers

a tight monetary and fiscal policy

(and sitting on wages) rather than
reducing expenditures on arms,
troops and bases abroad, so-called
foreign assistance or the outward
flow of U.S. investment capital,
which are the basic causes of the
prob,lems.

in

so important an
Stagnation
economy as that of the united states

is bound to

have repercussions in
wide sectors of the world capitalist
economy. Thus, it tended to produce
weakness in raw materials markets
and adversely afiect many of the

underdeveloped countries which are
dependent on the export of one or

two raw materials for the bulk of
their earnings of foreign exchange.
Take Chile, for example. The price
of copper plummeted from over 46
cents a pound in ry56 to below z5
cents in 1958; each one-cent decline
in price signified a loss of about $6
million in foreign exchange for

Chile.

Finally, the stagnation in the U.S.
economy affected the growth race

with the U.S.S.R, ln rgy, Soviet
industrial production was roughly
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of that of the United States.
But U.S. industrial producrion fell
by about 7% in 1958, while Soviet
production rose by morc than rc/e,

qZ%

with the result that Soviet production
in that year jumped to about 55o/a
of the U.S. Ievel. Many leading
circles in the United States became
alarmed at the portents. There was
considerable discussion on the relative levels of production and growth
rates of the U.S. and Soviet economies with increasing pressures for
the need to increase the U. S. growth
rate if the United States was not to
be left behind.

THE UPSWING SINCE
EARLY 196r
Since early 196r, the position of
the American economy has improved
somewhat. There has been a long

strong rise which has stopped the
trend toward shorter upswings and
brought about a substantial increase
in outp,ut. By April, the current

rise had become the

second

largest peacetime expansion of this
century. While the $roo billion increase in the gross national product

index of industrial production

by about z3/s from February
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rose
196r

to December 1963. This measures the
increase in industrial production
from the recession low. Measured

from the previous cyclical high in
early 196o, there was a considerably
smaller but still significant increase
of" about 14/6.
The rate of unemployment has
also declined. From a rate ot 6.77.o/6 during the first ro months of
t96r, it went down to 5.5-6.o/6 dur-

ing the last six months of

ry63.

Actually, this decline is more a nega-

tive achievement than a true step
forward toward the attainment of
full employment. Essentially, the
main decline occurred in ry6t;
since then, the rate has been relatively constant, although the index
of indr-rstrial production rose by
about 110/6 between lanuary, 196z
a-nd December, 1963.

The ry62 Economic Report of the

President stated that "We cannot
afford to settle for any prescribed
level of unemployment. But for

working purposes we view a 4 per-

cent unemployment rate as a tempG.
rary target. It can be achieved in
ry63, if. appropriate fiscal, monetary,

(GNP) from the first quarter of
to the last quarter of. ry63, and other policies are used. The
proclaimed in the Economic Report achievable rate can be lowered still
of the President, is partly fictitious further by effective policies to help
since it is based on current rising the labor force acquire the skills
196r

prices, there was nevertheless a real
increase, measured in constant 1963
prrices, of about $8o billion. The

appropriate to a changing economy."
But r96j has come and gone and the
trees are budding h ry64 without

the unemployment rate having been
reduced significantly below 5.5/6.

The rise in consumer prices

has

25

The gain of the Soviet economY
on that of the U.S. has also been
slowed from the long-term trend.

been somewhat damped since 196o
to about half the rate at which it
was rising during the period 1955196o. This has greatly increased the
government's room for maneuver in
its attempt to steer the economy. It

Soviet industrial production, which

in 1963.
The international efiects of the

sidering what a sick, old horse theY
are riding, have been able to dope

could easily have reached about 75/o

of U.S. output h ry63 if the latter
had continued to stagnate, stood
in fact, at about 65/s. This, along
rvith bad harvests in the Soviet
during the last two Years,
Union
prices
had
been
is doubtful that if
rising at their earlier more rapid seems to have eased the aPPrehenrate, a large tax cut, with its danger sions in the U.S. ruling circles about
of sparking further infation, would the growth race with the Soviet
have been put through. From $3.5- Union. With restored confidence the
a new
4.o billion a yea:- in 1955-6o, the United States has opened
an al'
about
offensive
propaganda
payments deficit was reduced by
in
rate
the
growth
drop
in
leged
more than $r billion a year during
Union.
the
Soviet
reduction,
even
with
the
But
ry6r-62.
All in all, the LJ.S. rulers, con'
the problem remained serious and
there was an increase again

upswing have also been beneficial
to American capitalism. The percentage gain in U.S. industrial production in ry63 exceeded that in
Western Europe as a whole and in
such specific countries as the United
Kingdom, Belgium, Holland and
West Germany. There was also some

alleviation for the underdeveloped
countries with respect to their foreign
trade and exchange problems. For
example, Latin America's terms of
trade, that is the ratio of the prices
of its exports to those of its imports,
which had been deteriorating sharply tor a number of years, have held
steady, or even improved a little,
since 1959-6o.

and spur it into a fal;r burst of
speed. They have been able to hold
some of their problems in tow; to
keep them from erupting for the
time being. They have been able
to slow down the further deterioration of some of their positions and
even efiect a little improvement in
others. The significance of their ability to do this should not be under-

estimated nor should their reserves

for the future. But none of

the

problems has been solved; they are

all still there. And iust as every coin
has two sides, so every cyclical up
swing, sooner or later, has its downswing.
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THE FACTORS BEHIND
THE

A

T.IPSWING

number

of factors account for

the upswing, helping to explain its
duration and relative strength. First

passed tax cut was a factor

taining the economy even before its
actual p,assage. Sorne consumers evidently discounted it ahead of time.
Undoubtedly businessmen took into
account its expected effect on de-

is simply the cyclical rhythm, the mand in their inventory
ebb and Ilow, imbedded

in the capi-

in main-

accumu-

lation and investment plans.
talist economy. After declines in
The rise in business investment
consumer expenditures, construction during the current upswing has until
and business investment, the tide recendy been comparatively modeshifts and increases occur.
rate. Business investment has risen
But in the current upswing, along more slowly than in the past and
with the ordinary cyclical factors, has been a significantly smaller profederal government purchases ol portion of overall output than it
goods and services were increasing was prior to 1957. This refects the
sharply, whereas in the two previous large margin of excess capacity that
upswings they were declining and has persisted in the economy since
detracting from the overall irrcrease the investment boorn of. ry55-57. A
in output. Federal purchases (i, large part of investment has been
1963 dollars) rose from 956.6 billion
the result of pressures to cut costs,
first
quarter
the
of.
to
through the introduction of more
965.8
ryfu
!n
billion in the last quarter of. ry93. efficient automated equipment, with
They accounted for n/6 ot the totil relatively little prompted by the need
increase in demand and zz/e of the to expand capacity.
increase in demand excluding perIn December, 1963, however, the
sonal consumption expenditures.
Federal Reserve Bulletin noted that
Residential construction has risen "the margin of excess capacity that
steadily, also in contrast to the last persisted after the ry55-56 investment
two upswings, during which it ex- boom appears to have been narrowpanded briefy, fluttered unsteadily ing. Except for the high ultization
and began to decline in the midst rates just before and after the steel
of the general rise. Buoyancy has strike in late 1959, manufacturers in
also been imparted to thc economy the last half of 1963 were estimated
by a surge in automobile demand to be operating at slightly higher
which has lasted over an extended levels of capacity than at any time
period and carried automobile pro. since the ry5j-57 period.",t Automoduction to record levels.
Rewre B*llai*, Decmber 1953.
It is also probable that the recently -l6anA
p. 1,630.

bile production was high in relarion
to capacityr as indicated by heavy
overtime schedules at many plants.
Aluminum operations were close to
capacity. The margin of excess in
electric po,wer generating capacity
has been declining.
The investment survey of the
Security and Exchange Commission
and Department of Commerce con.
ducted in February of this year confirms this finding. "Almost one-third
of the companies, accounting for
just under 50 percent of the total
capital assets in manufacturing indicated that their facilities at the
end of 19163 were inadequate to meet
their needs in ry64, 6o percent of
the 6rms with 44 percent of the
assets considered their facilities about
adequate. Thus less than ro percent
of the firms (with 7 percenr of the
assets) felt that existing capacity
exceeded their needs."*
Inventory accumulation has also
been moderate in relation to pa$t
periods. It has as always been a
key factor in the switch from decline
to rise. Inventories were being
liquidated in the first quarter of. ry6t
at an annual rate of $+.S billion,
whereas they were being accumulated in the last quarter at a rate of
$7.2 billion.
This means the rapid addition to
demand and output of $rr.5 billion
amount equal to the total re-

-an

-Tilrro1 ol Csrent B*tiaes,
pp. l0-ll.

March 1964,
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duction provided in the recent tax
cut. But since the middle of. ry&2,
inventory accumulation has been
proceeding at the moderate rate of
about $4 to $5 billion a year. Thar
the rise has been sustained without
clearly excessive inventory accumulation is a factor of strength in
the situation, since it reduces the
chances of difficulties developing in
this sector.

THE IMMEDIATE OUTLOOK
The Economic Report of the President lays great stress on, the tax
cut, presenting it as a virtual cureall, which will instill confidence in
business, reduce unemployment, inthe balance of
payments, fuel consumer spending,
crease profits, benefit

and propel the gross national product upward to a new high level.
What considerations werq involved
in the decision to make a large tax
cut at this time? Probably a variety,
including the sate of the military
establishment, the easing of the
international situation, the need for
a stimulus to keep tJre economy
moving up, the gaining of political
benefitg the possibility of greatly
increasing the profits of the large
monopolies, and the room for maneuver which the government wants
to leave for itself. Increasing military expenditures have often spurred
the economy and the decision to
increase them has sometimes been
taken with one eye focussed on the
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economic situation. Now there
seems to be at least a tentative
decision to allow military expenditures to taper off and perhaps even
decline. In the pasr there has been
even when the economy was slack
some wariness about reducing taxes
because, among other things, this
would make it more difficult to raise

military expenditures. Now the conjuncture of circumstances is such
that the risks and disadvanrages of
a tax cut are acceptable in the light
of expected benefits. Among the op
tions available for stimulating the
economy, once it is determined that
Federal expenditures will not be
rising, a tax cut is more fexible than
alternatives such as an increase in
public works, and it has other advantages for the monopolies. In any
case, the tax reduction, for all its
many imperfecdons, is a step in
the right direction because it is to
some extent related to the projected
tapering off and decline in military
expenditures.

According to the Economic Report, the efiect of the tax cut will

be to

increase the real GNP bv
about 5/6 in ry64, and this highe'r
than average increase in output is
expected to lower the unemploymenr
rate to about 5 percent by the end
of the year. Forgotten is the earlier
goal of 4%, to say nothing of full
employment.

There is not too much as regards

the outlook for the next

several
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is worth quarreling
with in the Report. But there is
no basis for the tacit implication it
months, that

for an
indefinite upswing. When the authors of the Report write that ". . .
recessions are not in any scientific

makes that we are now due

sense inevitable," they are whistling
to keep up their spirits. The longerrun outlook is at the very least
uncertain, and actually weak. That
the rate of unemployment will decline to S% by the end of this vear
is not much more than a guess,
although a little more prudenr than
earlier guesses about a 4/6 goal.
Currently, the economy is, if anything, even a little srronger than
one would be led to €xpect from the
Report. Practically all the key economic indicators were at high, rising
levels in January and February. Industrial production, employment,
retail sales, new orders, unfilled
orders, machine tool shipments, etc.,
were running ahead of a year ago.
Even automobile demand and residential construction from which the
Report had not expected any "fresh
impetus" were at higher levels than
last year. Automobile sales during
|anuary through March set a new
first quarter record.

The tax cut will increase

rake-

home pay by about $8oo million a
month, an annual rate of about $ro
billion, and even if this has been

partly discounted by anticipatory
spending, it will result in a further

substantial increase

survey

of

in

sales. The

"consumer sentiment

"

inve$trnent

is apparendy the

result

of actual or exPected Pressure of

taken by the University of Michigan
Survey Research Center in January
and Februaryr shows that it is ahead
of last year and at a seven-year high.
Business plans for capital invest-

output in capacity. The large invest*.it ptogtam iecentlY announced
by the General Motors CorPoration

ment have been gathering

LONGER-RANGE PROSPECTS

steam.

is a similar phenomenon.

The latest McGraw-Hill survey finds

that business outlays for new plant
and equipment are now slated to
increase by g% in ry64 over 1963
(last fall, the survey found a planned
increase of only 4 percent). The

SEGDepartment of Commerce study
finds practically the same thing, a
planned increase of. rc/q "A few
findings in the current surveyr" says
the report in the Suruey ol Curtent
Business, "suggest a renewed em-

But leaving the current situation
and looking a little ahead, what do
we 6nd? Federal government expenditures wilt probably reach a peak

in the latter half
1965,

of. ry64

and then taPer and

or

earlY

PerhaPs

deciine. Says the Suracy of Curuent
Business in its February issue: "Ac-

cording to present indications, the
smal lncrease budgeted for fiscal
1965 signals a levelling off and. posphasis on capacity increasing ex- sibly a decline in defense purchases
penditures. First, the very size of rather than merely a pause followed
the projected ry64 expenditure can bv renewed increases. Savings under
result in a much more significant th. .rrr..rt cost reduction Program
rise in capacity than realized in of the DePartment of Defense
any year since 1957." Also "it was amounted to over $r billion in fiscal
found that among both durable and 1963 and are expected ultimately to
nondurable goods companies, those riritt $4 billion per annum. Strategic
reporting their 1963 capacity as in- retaliatory forces-ICBMs, Polaris
adequate plan the largest relative submarines, Strategic Air Command
increase in spending from 1963 to bormbers-are approaching desired
1964." Investment in the steel in- *rength so that future expenditures
dustry is to increase efficiencY and will be mainly for replacement and
reduce costs and is taking Place upgrading. New obligational -authordespite a large overhang of excess iry requested; an indication of futurc
capacity. But in other metals, such spending, is turning down. In fiscal
as aluminum, and in industries such 1965, the Defense Department's total
as chemicals, textiles, and electric obligational availahility, the sum of
requested
Flower, a high proportion of thc new obligational authority
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and obligational authority carried
over from prior years, is scheduled
to fall below the level of 1964.',
The automobile market is not

Iikely to keep soaring indefinitely at
its present suatospheric level,' although. the immediate signs are

somewhar ambiguous.

Thetniver-

sity of Michigan Survey reports that

auto buying plans

for the first

quarter of this year were as high
as the 19,63 quarter "while plans 1o
buy later in the year showed a
pronounced lag." It adds, however,
that while rwo-thirds of those earning $75oo a year were already exp€cting a tax. cut when the survey
was taken, others were not, and the
cut may stimulate carbuying plans,
Industry sources, basing thernselves
on ]anuary and February sales which

stitutes a major expenditure which

can be postponed, and the ryclical
rhythm in their sales is well recognized and taken into account by
the industry itself. The question is
not u.,hether automobile sales will
reach a peak and decline, bult uhen
this will happen.
Car sales have been running at
very high levels not for iust one
year but several. An 8 million-car
year in 1964 would bring new registrations during the years 1962-64
to 22.5 million c:rs as compared to
a!ou1 19 million during 1955-57,
which was tle highest drrst-yeir
period before the current upsurge
started. The earlier period was followed by a bad year in 1958 when
new registrations equalled only 4.7
million. It is true that things havi
been changing since the ear[& years.
Replacement demand is highei; incomes are higher; the number of
two-car families is rising; the number of car-drivers is incieasing. But
consideration of the possible q,r".rtities involved in these various fJctoru
suggests that it is unlikely that the
current high head of steam in the

have been running at more than
5/s ahead of a year agq have been
talking abou,t a record 8 million car
sales a year. But these sources are
not exactly unbiased observers. They
may be trying to heat up rhe marker
now because the fall situation is
clouded by scheduled negotiation of
labor contracts.
But even if a decline in sales does car market will be maintained
1ot begi,n in the fall of rhis year, through 1965.
it is probable thar it will romeiime
. The large increase in inventory
in r965.This is, of course, a judg- investment
toward the end of thl
ment that could turn out 6 b€ year on which the Economic Report
piops
]vrolg since there are many factors is counting as one of the key'oi.urs,
involved. But the evidencl in its to the economy will, if it
favor is strong. Automobiles are a actqally increase the vulnerability
durable goods, their purchase con- of the economy. An increase to ,,weil
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above" the 19163 level could carry
inventory accumulation from an
annual rate of $4 to $5 billion to
say $8 billion or more. This would
rnean that inventories were growing
at a rate of about 8/6, well in excess
of the rate of growth of the economy
as a whole. Such a rate could not be
maintained for any lengthy period
even with buoyant sales, and would
be especially vulnerable to a falter-

ing or drop in sales. It would not
only be subject to reduction, but
depending on the overall situation,
to a shift from accumulation to
liquidation of inventories, which
would mean a sharp drop in final
demand.

It is not easy to interpret the
situation with respect to business
fixed investment. The recent signs
suggest that a boom in investment
may perhaps be in the making. Rising investment may tend to be a
factor of strength in the economy
for some time. But in many cases
increases in capacity tend to be made,
in the phrase of the Federal Reserve
Bulletin, "in fairly large chunks,"
and this will after a while once again
produce excess capacity. Investment
is also clearly a cyclical phenomenon

and will, with time, tend to taper
ofi. Any general weakening in the
economy would, of course, operate
to slow down and stop the invest'
ment rise, apart from its own tendencies.

The impact of the tax cut will

3r

for

Years,
not last forever, or even
as the Economic RePort seems to
It is a large overall cut, but
i*ply.
-that
large in relation to the
nol
ordinary year-to-year increase in the
productive capacity of the economy.
it is loaded in favor of the monopolies and the well-to-do. The benefits to the majority of families are
small. It is now mainly concentrated in 1964 instead of being
over several years as was originally
intended. After a while its impact
will begin to dwindle.
On the basis of the foregoing, the
following working hypothesis is
presented: The economy is strong
over the short run, but has a number
of elements of weakness over the
longer pull; because of a combination of weaknesses in Federal government spending, the automobile
industry, and perhaps inventories
and other factors, the economy will
probably reach a peak and begin
to decline in 1965; depending mainly
on what happens in the automobile
industry, it could actually begin to
falter in the last several months of
this year.
This is not presented as a fat prediction. The economy is too capricious an animal to warrant making
easy, fat predictions. The hypothesis
is a tentative projection based on
an assessmerlt of the factors at work
as they appear at present, and sub
ject to modification as developments
occur and re-assessmeats are made.
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EF'FORTS

TO COUNTERACT
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ing
tion. This is often cloudyr wixlt
opinions on it differing, and this
the prospective economic situa-

RECESSION

What action the government will
take is, of course, one of the factors
that must be taken into account in

delays things. Besides differences of

opinion, there are diffierences of
interest. Some monopoly circles have

a situation where a recession may an especial interest in the non-atbe approaching. The government tainment of full ernployment or stand
can attempt to staye ofi a recession, in other ways to gain from a recesor keep it mild, helping to lift the sion and try to obstruct action. Even
economy out of it once it occurs. when the Execuiive arm of the
Basically, the government will tend government has decided upon what
to handle the situation in line with to do, Congress may not be in
the interests of the monopolies. But session, may take its own sweet
the speed with which it acts, the time about acting, or may do somespecific measures it undertakes, the thing difierent from what it was
manner in which it attempts to dis- requested to do.
tribute the burdens of such a recession by the actions required ro combat it, also depend on the pressures
to which it is subjected by different
sectors of the monopolies and by
the working class and the people in
general.

The government does not

have

direct control of the levers that produce the cyclical fow. It does not
dirccdy decide and determine the
level of production, investment, construction, inventory purchase, etc. It
does not make the decisions about
hiring and firing for private firms.

The government can only exercise
an indirect infuencc or a counteracting influence.

There are a number of factors
which limit the efrcacy of governrnent action and influence. These
bcgin with thc problem of diagnos-

The action, once undertaken,

does

not work with instantaneous and
A tax cut does tend to
work quickly, but no one can be
sure exactly what effect it will have
and how long this will last, and a
perfect effect.

tax cut is not always feasible because
effects in producing inflation.
Monetary measures, such as lowering interest rates, are also uncertain
in their efiects. A public works pro-

of its

gram, on the other hand, would

take considerable time to get going.

Not only can fluctuation not

be

eliminated, but the experience of the
United States since 1957 indicatcs
that governmental poliry cannot pre-

vent the economy from lingering in
full uti-

a state appreciably below the
lization of resources.

Yet all this does not mean that
the monopoly state has no influence

on the situation. The degree of
control it possesses is far from adequate, yet it can be very significant
as compared to no action at all. It
may be possible for government
action to push ofi a recession for a

while, make it less seyere than it
would otherwise be, make recovery
come more quickly, make adjustments to a peacetime economy
easier, etc. To fail to recognize this
is not only to fy in the face of

concrete experience but to forego
an important possibility of providing
practical leadership for exerting the
appropriate pressures on the govern-
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very important aspect of a true war

on poverty and related

measures,

in addition to their intrinsic benefits,
is that they would help cushion the
economy for the adjustment to declining military expenditures. There
should therefore be ever mounting
pressure for such demands as a
large public works pro.gram, a great
increase in expenditures on education, an extension program of low
cost public housing, construction of

hospitals, etc. The fires that have
been started by such people as Senator Fullbright should be kept blazing and growing.

In one or two important respects
An important aspect of the cur- the Administration may find itself
rent situation is that the United entering a recession with its maneuStates is probably entering a period verability reduced. The large tax
of declining military expenditures. cut will tend to set ofi infationary
ment.

As the United States ap,proaches and
enters a recession, pressures for the
maintenance and even increase in
military expenditures to help sustain

But the Administration is
counting on an upsurge in activity
to recoup a substantial part of the
revenues lost by the reduction in
tax rates. If in the relatively near
future a decline sets in, it will recoup
much less than it expecrs. The Ad'pressures.

the economy will rise. Aggressive
to a thawing
of the cold war, and those with
vested interests in military expendi- ministration could then be faced
tures rriay-probably will-attempt with a combinarion of declining
to use the actual or prospective eco- activity and increasing inflation at
nomic declinc for their own pur- the same time. This would mean
poses.
placing the burdens of the situarion
The interests of the working peo- on the shoulders of the working
ple demand of course that recession people. The inflation should be atshould not be fought with mani- tacked with accelerated reduction of
pulation of military expenditures, military expenditures, thus permittbut with measures designed to pro- ing a simultaneous vigorous attack
motc the welfare of the people. A on recession.
circles, not reconciled
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considerations with respect
to the balance of payments are anal-

The

The payments deficit may,
for example, result in a tendency to
maintain high interest rates when
they should be lowered to help
stimulate construction. American
workers will be asked to restrain
their demands for higher wages in
the name of enabling American exports to compete in the world
agous.

A

true attack on the payments deficit would be to reduce

markets.

and eliminate American bases abroad,

to get out o{ the "dirty war" in
Vietnam, and cut out U.S. "aid" to
foreign tyrants.

With a

recession, unemployment
would rise, making clear that the
Johnson Administration, like the

Kennedy Administration before it,
cannot attain full employment. The
full scope and significance of the
problem of automation would sink
in more widely and deeply. The
maintenance of pressure for the reduction of the work week is, of
collrse, necessary whether a recession
comes or not. But a recession would
greatly increase the urgency for mass
pressures for the shorter work week
and related measures. The civil rights

Pressures for trading with the
socialist countries which have been

growing everywhere and forcing
policy changes in manY countries
could become too strong to resist
even in the United States. A broad
range of political possibilities could
be op,ened by this development.
The specific significance and consequence of a recession depend on
its particular characteristics, severity
and duration and the specific context
in which it occurs. At this time,

only a few general points can

be

noted, more for the purposes of illus-

tratiou than in an attempt to paint
a detailed picture.
Aside from those factors already
touched on in the preceding section,
there would be many international
repercussions. The main capitalist
countries are more closely tied together than in the earlier Postwar
period. A decline in the auto business and steel industry in the United
States could have significant effects
on other countries such as GermanY,

Britain, France, etc.

Weakening

markets for such materials as tin,
lead and copper could produe difrculties for the shaky economies of
Peru, Bolivia, Chile and other under-

In

addition to
all else, the international prestige
of capitalism would sufier a further

revolution, which really got going in
a period of upswing and has not
been through a recession, would be

developed countries.

greatly sharpened by it.

decline.

Ihe California Primary tlections
By

AIbert J. Lima

The movement of the key social
in California politics is gain-

to merge on the electoral front was
impressively demonstrated in the
ing in independence, strength-and 1963 municipal elections in San
unity as that state becomes increas- Francisco. Here labor, civil rights
ingly the most populous in the U.S. groups, the Democratic and Young
In ry62 the California voters, for Democratic clubs, the peace forces
the first time in any state, over- and the emergent youth movement
whelmingly defeated an anti-Com- with its growing Marxist core, all
sectors

munist constitutional amendment by

poipular vote. They defeated a
number of ultra-Righr candidates
and they inflicted what may well
be a fatal blow to the national political aspirations of "Tricky Dick"
Nixon. In these elections, important
gains in minority representation,
both Negro and Mexican-American,
were also achieved.

Now, in 1964, the ofiensive of the
ultra-Right is centered around the
campaign for Goldwater, tle contest for the U.S. Senate seat presendy
held by Claire Engle, and i referendum on a constitutional amendment
to oudaw all state, county and city
laws against discrimination. But at
the same tirne there is mounting
evidence that the popular forces can
defeat this offensive of rhe ultraRight and come out of these elections
sufficiently strong and united to take
the ofiensive in a legislative program
for peace, jobs and securiry-

TI{E SAN

united to defeat the downtown business mayoralty candidate.

Thanks

to this coalition

John

Shelley, who had come forward in
city and state leadership of the labor

movement during the upsurge of
the thirties, was elected mayor. In

addition, three labor-endorsed candidates defeated incumbents for the
Board of Supervisors and a Negro
candidate, a member of the ILWU
and endorsed by the AFL-CIO and
the civil rights movement, received
a greatly increased vote.
During the campaign, Shelley bccame the rather reluctant candidate
of the militant wing of the civil
rights movement, when the newly
formed Ad Hoc Committee Against
Discrimination, consisting of seven
youth organizations, picketed the
Mels Drive-In Restaurants of San

It happened
that one of the owners of 'th.r.
restaurants was none other than

Francisco and Berkeley.

Harold Dobbs, mayoralty candidate
of the downtown bus,iness establishment and at the dme dso acting
mayor of San Francisco.
Shelley first defended the right of

FRANCISCO

MT.INICIPAL ELECfiONS
The dynamic strength creared
when key social movements bcgin
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the young people to picket. Then Iater admitted that he had done his
he denied that he had broken a best to get the more conservative
secret agreement he had made with elements in the Negro community
Dobbs not to raise the civil rights to repudiate the Ad Hoc Committee.
issue, and ended by denouncing the But when these efiorts failed, he
militant sit-in tactics of the youthful faced up to the new realities and
demonstrators. But

if

he was embarrassed by the militancy of the youth,
his opponent was not so shy.
Until that point, Dobbs had been
the polite, articulate spokesman of

the downtown business

interests
questions.
picket lines hit his

posing as a liberal on

But when the

all

places of business, and especially
when the young militants sat in his
restaurants and defied mass arrests,
his language changed. In an unprecedented television broadcast, he rea shameful
vealed his bigotry

charge that

if

in

the militant

actions
Hoc C-ommittee conthe
tinued, San Francisco would become

of

CALIFORNIA PRIMARY ELECTIONS
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Ad

anorher Birmingham.
This shocking identification with
the bigots of the South and against
those fighting thc Dixiecrats was not
lost on the people of San Francisco
and especially on the Negro voters.

worked to get the hotels to negotiate
a settlement. It is in no small part
because of Mayor Shelley's role that
the final contract, expected to result
in r,5oo additionl jobs for Negroes
in the San Francisco hotel industry:
was successfully concluded. The

as well as the more
militant leadership in this movement
publicly credited him with playing
a helpful role in the settlement.
But before that happened the
leaders of the Ad Hoc Committee
had to remind him publicly that
some 7o/6 of the arrested pickets
had actively campaigned for his
election and had played no small
conservative

part in his victory. The main leaders

of the Negro community likewise
had to inform him that the issue

at hand was the discriminatory hiring policies of the San Francisco
hotels and not the political beliefs
If Shelley emerged as but an of the pickets. They also made it
embarrassed champion of civil rights, clear that no other group would inthese struggles made very clear to tervene to take leadership away
labor and the Negro people whom from the Ad Hoc Committee, and
they should vote egainst In some that the Sheraton-Palace would
heavily Negro-populated precincts, have to sign with it's leaders.
In the midst of this, the Hotcl
Shelley won by ten to one.
More recendy, in the mass action
against the Sheraton-Palace Hotel's
hiri"S policies, Mayor Shelley again
condemned the Ad FIoc Committee
militants as being irresponsiblc. Hc

Employers' Association attempted to
involve the labor movement by con-

tending that a separate pact would
violate their union agreements. But
this was repudiated by the unions.

The attempt to pit labor against the
civil rights movemenr failed.
Thus5 despite all of the srresses
and sffains placed on the coalition
during the course of these struggles
it continues to grow in strength and
unity. The very self-interest of its

various sectors has made it possi le
for unity on the overriding iisues to
overcome immediate contradictions.
Two labor conferences have been
held recently on the subject of automation, peace and jobs, one by the

Bay area AFL-CIO Council and
the other by the newly-formed Labor
Committee

for Full

Employment.

with a statement on
the job question issued by the Central Labor Council o( San Francisco, indicate that this coaltion has
These, together

3/

mediate future an entirely new level

of mass political action in the state.
This may prove to be the most
important victory

THE

in the elections.

ry64 PRIMARIES

The California primaries will have

important national

repercussions.

Goldwater can be eliminated from
serious consideration as a candidate
he is defeated here. Nixon's come-

if

back efiorts can be decided in California. Fo,r the first time anywhere,
the people will be called upon to vote
for the constitutional validiry of civil

rights legislation.
The labor, Negro and

in a

progressive

will

be particularly interested
number of elections for Con-

forces

the State Assembly. At
of increasing
Negro and otler minority representgress and

possibilities of developing to the level
of a joint fight by labor and the

present the possibilities

unemployed. If this rakes place, the
danger that the job crisis may result
in increased friction between unemployed minority workers and the
labor movement will be overcome;
instead, there will be the firm unity

ation over the above the important
gains made in the 196z elections
do not seem very great. It is believed
that in San Francisco Willie Brown,
Negro candidate for the Assembly,
now has a chance to unseat the
long-standing incumbent Gafiney, a
labor Assemblyman. This contest has
the potential of increasing Negro re-

civil rights movement on the sisue
of jobs for both Negro and white

growing out of such a joint fight
for jobs for all.
If this merging of key movements
has been hesitant, if
ovecome conflicts, if

it has had to
it has fallen

prey to old habits, practices

and

prejudices, it is none the less real.
And its dynamic power, as revealed

in

the San Francisco

experiences,

has surprised even its most conscious

adherents.

It

portends

for rhe im-

presentation.

At the same time it

represents the continued upsurge of

the Negro people's movement for
represeniation in a district long held
by labor, with the strain this places
on the Negro-labor coalition.
William C. Taylor, a spokesrnan
for the Communist Party, has filed
for the Board of Supervisors in Ios
Angeles. The district has over 4oo,-
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ooo registered voters, one-fourth of
them Negro. This marks the first
efiort by the Los Angeles Communist Party in a number of years to

in the elections
by running its own candidate. Mr.
Taylor is well known as a Negro
spokesman, and his campaign will
add a new dimension to the California primaries.
The Goldwater campaign was ofl
and running before any opposition
appeared. Goldwater had the support of the ultra-Right, with the
Birchite capturing conuol of the
Republican Assembly organization
of some rz,ooo members and of the
Young Republican organization with
some 3,ooo. The arch-reactionary
William F. Knowland, former U. S.
Senator and now publisher of the
Oaftland Tribune, is Goldwater's
participate directly

campaign manager.
The moderate Repuhlicans were
hard pressed for a candidate to head

ofi the capture of their state organization by the ultra-Right. Th.y
finally settled on Rockefeller. But
dressing up Rockefeller as a moderate has not been an easy task. He

has not inspired rank-and-file Republicans in a state where the
majority of them have been identified

with the 'W'arren-Kuchel

moderate

version of Republicanism.

Virtually all the important

publicans in

Rethe state who have been
moderate grouping are

part of the
in Rockefeller's camp. Many of them
have expressed great concern over
the danger of the entire state or-

ganization coming under the control

of the ultra-Right. The ultra-Right
has already made some gains in
capturing the Young Republicans
and the Republican Assembly, although neither of these carries much
weight in the Republican Party
organization. There is talk of writein sentiment for Lodge, but apparently no serious effort is being made
to wage a campaign for him.
On the Democratic ticket, Governor Edmund G. Brown heads a
carefully selected slate of electors
identified with President Johnson.
An attempt by Mayor Sam Yorty of
Los Angeles to head up a conservative slate has apparently run afoul
of legal technicalities and his nomination papers have not yet been
accepted.

In the race for U.S. Senator, the
alternatives are more cleady defined
on the Republican ticket. Here
Goergc Murphy and Leland Kaiser,
who are contending for Right-wing
support, have been challenged by
Fred Hall, former governor of Kansas and otuspoken critic of the ultraRight. He is being supported by all
the moderates aligned with Rockefeller, and has been endorsed by
the AFLCIO COPE convention on
the Republican ticket. The Democratic race has become a free-for-all
whose outcome caJr have important
eflects on future trends in the
Democratic Party.
State Controller Alan Cranston,
the highest vote-getter on the state
Democratic ticket in 1952, withstood
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a strong chailenge by Congressman Jaires Roose-velt of Los Angeles io win the endorsement of the
balifornia Democratic Council (the
state organization of Democratic
clubs) ai its recent convention in
Long Beach. He has now received
the

"overwhelming

endorsement

of
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built a substantial following I O..
State Assernhly and Sq*t' He is
credited with haring established sub-

stantial ties with the lobbyists, and
has access-to the big money which
goes into the Democratic Party campaigns.

I-lis

supporters. recendy gave

him a dinner in Los Angeles ,1 $59
a plate, with some J,ooo in attend-

AFLCIO as iell as tlat of the
ance. The proceeds are to go to his
leadership.
civil rights
-race
for re-election.
the
by
is complicated
This
-of incumbentcampaign
He is further credited with havilg
persistenr refusal
'Cl"ir" Engle to remove himself successfully scutlled l$or's. legislathe

.

from it. H-e continues to insist that tive program. Never has the labor
the serious brain operation he has movement won so much as it did il
undergone has not permanently im- h: ,* elections and lost so much

paired-his ability to^function and he of its legislative Program in comiemains a candiiate. The contest has parison as in the recent sessions of
now been further complicated by the the state legislature.
last-minute entrance of Pierre Sa[n- As for Governor Brown, though
ger as the rumored candidate of he has endorsed Cranston, he has
Lttorrr.y General Robert Kennedy since given evidence of being ab\

and ]esse tlnruh, the Democratic to rise lboye partisan politics and
friendly gestures toward
Spea(er of the Assembly.
I,lt ryr49
'In spite of the ou.r#h.l-irrg .n- Unruh,
Engle and Salinger'
dorsements given to Cranston, both
THE CONSTITUTIONAL
organizational and individual, with
AMENDMENT
such figures as ]ames Roosevelt and
Governor Brown in his corner,
Aimed direcdy at the Rumford
straw polls indicate that as of now Fair Housing Act adopted in the last
Salinger is the fron runner, with session of the State Assembly, but
Engle second and Cranston third. affecting all state and local laws
Salinger, formerly Fresident Ken- against discrimnation, the proposed
ney's press secretary, is o,ff and running, with a large stafl and seem,
ingly unlimited funds. Ffe poses a
serious threat to the CDC, labor and

the civil rights movement, which
are committed to Cranston.
Unruh has become the most effective leader of the conservative wing

of the Democratic Party. He

has

constitutional amendment provides
the people of California with their
greatest legislative task.

in all individual
be afiected by the test
this amendment places before the
California voters. Is it possible in a
referendum vote in a major state to
defeat prejudice, to vote down bigotWhat happens

contests

will
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ry and to vote up civil rightsl This
is the question. It is claimed that
similar referendums are being prepared in a number of other states.
If the bigots win in California, they
will be emboldened to try to Pass
similar laws

in ottrer states.

There are many positive factors
indicating that there is a fighting
chance to win a great victory by defeating this amendment. The impact
of the civil rights movement has set
many organizations and people of
difierent social strata into motion.

When the bigots were circulating
the petitions to put the amendment
on the ballot (and in California this
requires more than 5oo,ooo signatures), an unprecedented camPaign
developed against the initiative. In
qommunity after community, the
papers carried ads and statements
whictr clearly indicate that the broadest kind of opposition can be organized to defeat this amendment. The

of the struggle
were being organized even before the
mea$ure had qualified for a place on

forces and forms

vote up or down the constitutional
rights tf the Negro people. Behind
th-is attitude lies a lack of confidence

in the ability of the majoriry of
white people to overcome preiudice.
The argument for boycott has_a powerful appeal and much iustification,
and is- already being exPressed in
important circles of Negro leadership in California.
Onfortunately, the issue of wheth'
er or not people vote on this measure
has already been decided.They will
vote on ii in November. The real
issue is whether or not all civil
rights forces can come out of this
stiuggle more united and with
formJ of action which will enable
them to continue the fight for civil
rights more efiectively after Novembei. will the fight to overcome the
prejudices of white people be ad'
vanced to a greater extent bY an ac'
tive fight between now and Novem'
ber oi by leaving the field to the
bigotsl That question can have only
one answer-an all-out campaign
to defeat this amendment.

the ballot.
The Democratic Party and organ- PEOPLE'S POLITICAL
MOVEMENTS
ized labor as well as the civil rights
movernent' have their political repuDevelopments now taking Place in
tations and status at stake on this
and
the state lead to the conclusion that
amendment. Governor Brown
labor are committed to FEPC and the people's movement on the electonaL front can come forward in
fair housing legislation.
In recent elections in the state of November stronger and more united
Washington, when similar measures than ever.
The CDC convention held last
appeared on the ballot, the leadergave clear evidence that
February
advoNegro
communi'ty
the
sh[: of
cated a boycott on the grounds that that body, representing 55,ooo memthe people do not have the right to bers, is now solidly established in
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the political councils of the state.
It maintains a strong degree of independence from the ofrcialdom of the
Democratic Party, and it has refused to back away from its advanced
program. By its decisive endorsernent of Cranston, the Council has

moved boldly into the vacuum
threatened by the inability of Engle
to serve as U.S. Senator. Not only

did second-place James Roosevelt
withdraw in favor of Cranston, but
State Attorney General Staniey Mosk
was deterred from even trying for
a CDC endorsement and removed
himself from the race entirely. It was
for Unruh and Robert
to bring Salinger back
from his post in Washington in

necessary

Kennedy

order to have a candidate of sufficient stature to challenge Cranston.
On February 15, a conference of
liberal, labor and civil rights leaders was held under the auspices o{
Californians for Liberal Representation. This conference adopted a
twelve-point program on foreign
and domestic issues to be used as a

4t

the Flouse Un-American Activities,
of. de facto school segregationl a free
flow of ideas, with opPosition to
the McCarran Act and other such attacks on civil liberties.
Cranston accepted eight of the
twelve points; Roosevelt all twelve
and pension leader George Mclain,
who also bid for support as a candidate, eleven of the twelve. The program finally adopted by the CDC
did not go as far as this one, but it
still presents an advanced program
on domestic and foreign issues.
In February the Liberal Democrat,
a monthly magazine published in
Berkeley which has considerable infuence on the progressive wing of
the CDC, announced that since last
fune it had been in correspondence
with liberals throughout the country. The purpose was consideration
of a national Conference on Peace,
Freedom and Jobs, perhaps to be
held prior to the Democratic and
Republican conventions. Its chief
aim would be to unify those willing
to force areorganization of Congress,

recognizing that this could be done
for candidates.
The progam included: phased only through fundamental changes
with&awal of U.S. troops from in the Democratic Party. The magaVietnam and big-power discussion zine states that the response so far
of neutralization of the area; re- has been favorable and even envision of the Panama Canal treaty thusiastic. It points out that to be
to share ownership with Panama; efiective, such a move would require
an East-West non-aggression pact the participation of such important
or an atom-free zone in Central liberals as Walter Reuther, Stuart
Europe; revision of present trade Hughes and Martin Luther King,
vardstick
'

restrictionsl economic planning with
regard to automation; meaningful
tax reform and increased spending
on public service projects; ending

among others.
On April 8, the California Labor
Council on Political Education held
its state convention in San Fran-
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cisco. In his opening address, Secretary-Treasurer Thomas L. Pitts

presentsd as the keynote "the tenu-

ous nature

of the relationship

be-

tween the successes scored at the polls

in the ry62 general election and the

legislative performance

that

fol-

lowed."

The convention was sharply critical of the conservative wing of the
Democratic Party and withheld endorsement of some twenty candidates previously supported.

But even
more impontant, key trade union
leaders began for the first time to
speak of the need of unity between
labor and the CDC on legislative
matters, the lack of which has been
a serious weakness in the coalition.
In addition to important speeches
calling for such unity, the convention established a basis for achieving
it in the primary campaign.
The convention strongly condemned Unruh and Salinger, and
gave an overwhelming endorsernent
to Cranston. It also gave full support
tothe campaign to defeat the constitutional amendment of the bigots.
Such actions strengthened the basis

for uniting the CDC, the

Negro

community and orgarized labor.
The civil rights movement continues to forge ahead, and is increasingly eflective in forcing attention from the politicians. This, together with the growing strength
of the CDC and the sharply increased independence in labor's
ranks creates the conditions for a

powerful legislative ofiensive following the November elections.
The Left can play an important
part in furthering this development.

In the fight on the constitutional

amendment, the great effort required
to overcome the weight of preiudice
will demand the utmost initiative on
the part of the Left. Past experience,
such as that of the campaign against

the anti-Communist Francis Amendment in 1916z, indicates that broad

opposition on such questions does
not automatically lead to the kind
of vigorous grass-roots campaign
needed to win on such difficult issues.
The Taylor campaign in Loa Angeles will add a new dimension to

the growing public role now being
played by Communist spokesmen
in California, and will serve as an
additional avenue for stimulating
the political initiative of the Left.
The militant youth organizations
which have developed in some of
the major centers are a vital new
element, demonstrating increasing
ability to initiate activities and to
relate these to the major issues and
key organizations in the civil rights
and electoral fields.
All these developments, following
upon the astounding labor victory
in the 1963 elections in San Francisco, are bringing new and decisive
forces into the growing political
coalition movement in California.
The 1964 elections, therefore, present both great tasks and great possibilities.

0bsert'ations on UAtt, Conuention:
By William Allan

The new trends shaping up in
the American labor movement received their clearest expression to
date at the recendy-held rgth Con-

win the fight for civil rights
and to shift the war against poverty
into high gear, all were given a new
lift at this convention. The z,ooo
delegates, representing r,zoo locals

The union's demands, he said, could
easily be met out of the $5 billion
in profits made by the auto companies in 1963, an all-out record.
The package to be presented to
General Motors, Ford, Chrysler and
American Motors includes early retirement, improlement of working
conditons, more relief time, longer vacations, more paid holidays,"
higher wages and a shorter work
week. If early retirement heads the

and

list,

stitutional Convention of the United

Auto Workers. The movements
of the American people to ensure
peace, to

r/2 million members, also

it is because a powerful rankand-file movement has grown during

ex-

on economic demands and working conditions, especially on the need to
curb speedup.
It was a "young" convention. Some
47 per cent of the delegates had
never attended a UAW convention
before. It was also a "pressure"
convention. The demands and pressurcs of the rank and file on the
pressed themselves strongly

the past year behind this demand,
under the slogan of. "z53o4o Now.'n
This means retirement after z5 years,
of service at half wages and after
30 years at two.thirds wages. "Sixty.
Now" calls for amending the Social
Security Act.to pay retirees at 6o a
pension of $zoo a month plus $roo.

for

the

spouse,

with free medical

care.

At the convention, ,this demand
drew a non-administration caucus.

leadership were evident throughout
proceedings.

of close to 5oo delegates. It was this
pressure that won agreement from
Reuther to place early retirement
at the top of the list. This was the
first time in many years that the shop"
workers had had such an impact on

ECONOMIC ISSIIES

In his opening speech, Waltcr
Reuther called for the "biggest economic package ever." He made it
clair that the union did not consider
itself bound by the 3.2 per cent ceiling on wage demands called for in
the Administration's "guidelines,"

the union's bargaining program.
Also, great pressure was brought to.

bear hy delegates against compulsory overtime that has resulted in,
43
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overwork for some while others go
without jobs. And in the convention
debate (there were 44 speakers in a
single dry), delegates denounced
speedup, branded General Motors
as a "gold-plated sweatshopr" and
demanded an additonal z4 minutes a
day for rest periods-a doubling

of the time now allowed.
International solidarity was expressed with Canadian auto work-

ers (63ooo in z4o plants), and support was pledged to their drive to

win the right to strike against

to remove the 5o-centan-hour wage diflerential that now
exists between U.S. and Canadian

speedup and

workers.

Yielding to pressure from the rank
and file, Reuttrer stated that profitsharing would not be included in
the demands this year. Auto workers have smelled in the profit-sharing
proposal a return to hated piecework
and a tying of wages more closely
to productivity. American Motors
workers, who have a profit-sharing
clause in their present contract, had
given up a five-minute wash period
a day and had increased production
on the 1963 models by zo per cent.
But they still await shared profits
in hard cash. What they have received is stock certificates which cannot be cashed before Septernber,
ry64, and whose value could well
take a nosedive before then. Evidently the bitter opposition of many
rank-and-filers and the general hatred of speedup convinced the top

leaders of the union to discard profitsharing proposals for the Present

time.

On the other hand, the

shorter

workweek demand, while included

in the package, was

Pushed into the

background and got very little attention during the convention.

WAR ON POVERTY AND

CNIL

RIGHTS

A highlight of the convention

was

the adoption of a resolution entitled
"Full Mobilization for a Total War
on Pbverty" which linked this fight

to the civil rights struggle.
The resolution states:
We must mobilize America for
total war against Poverty. Nothing

a

less

will do the iob. There is no simPle
solution to this tragic human problem
and to the effects of years of social
negleot to vdhich the staggering prob-

lem of human poverty gives testimony.
Many things must be done on many
fronts.

On the ties between this

mobil-

zation and the civil rights movement,

the resolution

says:

The struggle for civil rights and
equal opportunity and for first class
citizenship is being waged by a power
dedicated army of American
citizens of every race, creed, color and
political persuasion. The leadership of
the civil rights organizations, civic and
fraternal groups, church groups, including Chtholic, Protestant and ]ew-

ful and

UAW @NVENTION
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Washington,
in
filibuster
the
ish, and the labor unions have ioined to against
form a great National Coalition of D. C. . . . We cannot lose this fight
Conscience. This National Coalition for pa.ssage of the civil rigtr,ts b'i11, we
of Conscience sponsored thc historic cannot be weakened by allowing a vicMarch for |obs and Freedom on Aug- tory for the Right-the Right wl!$
assassinated ]ohn F. Kennedy, which
ust 28, ry63. . . .
To achieve the purpose of equal wants to impeach Chief fustice Earl
opportunity and first class citizenship, Warren, which rnurdered Medger
t[e avl rights struggle must be joined Evers.
with the total fight against poverty,
against unemployment, against underHe pointed out that
employment, against slums and poor
housing, inadequate education and all
of the other evils which mean denial
and discrimination against those who
are dispossessod and disinherited.
Let us take the lessons we have
learned and the new structure we have
formed in the Na,tional Coalition of

Conscience and futly rnobilize its
forces for an dlout crusade against
poverty parallel to our crusade for civil
rights.

The resolution calls upon the 90odd organizations comprising the
National Codition of Conscience
to convene a national conference as
soon as possible to discuss the prob"
lems and draft a program of action.
And in all this, Reuther stated, "labor must now take the lead."
The issue of civil rights was further highlighted by the speech madc
at the convention banquet by A.
Philip Randolpt5 president of the
Sleeping Car Porters' IJnion and
vice-president of the AFLCIO.
Randolph told thc delegates:
Let us go for,th from this great convention and organize peoplds fi.libustcrs

. . . labor has no other alternative
but to build a strong alliance wittr the
civil rights movement to fight for freedom, including its own. After all, labor really had no freedom. It is harassed by the Landrum-Grifrn Actrgthe
Taft-Hartley Act and others. Its white
organizers are beaten up by the racist
police and sherifls, just like the civil
rights fighters.

At the same time, there were evident weaknesses. There were r5o
Negro delegates present, only slightly more than two years ago. The
civil rights resolution itself was a
run-of-the-mill document, and six

southern white delegates

voted

against it.

More important, aJl opportunity for
increased Negro representation in

the toplevel leadership was killcd
by the Reuther administration. One
of the three vice presidents, Richard
Gosser, had retired and the logical
thing would have been to filI the
post with a Negro candidate. flowever, Reuther kept the contest off
thc foor by the devicc of simply

UAW CONVENTION
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eliminating the third vice presidency.
In part, he was successful in doing
this because of the lack of a national
campaign by progressives

for a Ne-

gro successor to Gosser.
But despite these failings, rhe anti.
poverty resolution and the speech
by Randolph, who moved the dele.
gates more than any other speaker,
were important new landmarks.
WORT^D PEACE

In sharp contrast to his espousal
of the cold war at the r8th Convention two years ago, Reuther's openirtrg speech ser this tone:
But what good is a new contract in
19641 What good are higher wages,
or improved fringe benefi s and all the
other things we hope to put in the most
impressive bargaining pickage we ever

put togetherl What good are

these

things excepting rhat the world lives
peace because wi hout this all these
things are academic. They are unimportant .unless we can make the peace
secure, because mankind now has the

in

weapons

of

self-destruction.

Either the human race must act

ra-

tionally to end the nuclear arms race,
or in time the nuclear arms race irrationally will put an end to the human
race.

..

.

I
we are at that place in
hunran history where wc have the
ibelieve

opportunity

to shift the

dynamics of

the world powcr struggle from

the
negative nuclear arms race t}rat no one
can win. Mr. Khrushchev understands

that....

What we do not need is a

contest

betrveen these competing systems, as to
which system can build the most destructive H-bomb. But we must have a
contest to see which social system can
best harness man's creative genius in
the field of science and technology and
relate the abundance of automation
to ;the basic unmet needs of the hu-

man family*because that is the only
way that the hurnan family can win

in the age of nuclear weapons.
The tone of this speech is continuecl in the resolution on foreign
policy, tvhich states that the myth
that peace is a dirty word in American politics has now been dispelled

once and for all. The resoltrtion
greets the partial test ban treaty,
sees the Kennedy-Khrushchev agree-

ment in the Cuban crisis as having
pulled the world back from World
War III, and calls on the Johnson
Administration to plan for the
changeover to peace[ime production.
In addition, it calls on the American
government to work for world disarmament through the United Nations and other channels.

RANK.AND-FILE IMPACT
The impact of this rank-and-file
pr€ssure was shown

struggle

in

scores

in the tone

in the convention.
of

speeches

of

refiected

from the foor.

Especially expressive of rank-and-filc
sentiment back home was the speech
made by |ohn De

Vitq prcsidint of
{5 in Cleve-

General Morors l-ocal

land. He said:

The sleeping giant of our union, the
rank and file, is aroused. They want
action agains Geoeral Motors. If GM
doesn't come across then they won't
run these plants. The leaders ,of this
union had better hear the thunder of

the

mern-bership, 'because

the

hottest

thing we have in the coming negotiations is early retirement and these other
demands, and we must burn a hole
in GMt money bags by opening the
doors for mass action by the membership if we are to win"
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say anything about the Smith

Act or

the McCarran Act.

A new and most interesting development was the nominatiin of
several women for the International
Executive Board. For weeks before
the convention there had been a
movelnent for rePresenta,tion of
women, involving a number of local union women leaders as well
a-s several on the union staff. The
women nominated declined, but said
they were doing so only with the
aim of running to win at the

The involvernent of Left and progressive forces in helping to shape
the direction of the convention wis
evident, bo h on and off the convention floor. No red-baiting was indulged in by the union leadership,
arrd some red-baiting remarks by
George Meany on tle last day were

in bored silence.
The civil liberties resolurion con-

received

demned Justice Department attacks

Mill and Smelter Workers, urged abolition of the House
Un-American Activities Committee
and the Senate Internal Security
Committee, greeted the release of
Junius Scales and urged repeal of
on the Mine,

the Walter-McCarran Act. But at the
same time, it suffered from failure to

19166

convention.

This convention has great significance for the American labor
movernent. It demonstrates the effect of months-long pressure both
from within the union and from
outside sources such as the civil
rights movement in shaping the
course of the convention and leading it to take an advanced position
on many questions.

If the convention demonstrated
the value of advanced rank-and-file
pressure and preparations, it shows
also the need of pursuing its obiectives afterward as strenutrusly as they
for at the convention.
If the pressure continues, the union

were fought

will

continue

to move

forward.

IN
OUR TIME
IDTAS BY

}IERBERT APTI{EXTT

SOUTHERN HISTORY AND MYTHOLOCY

I venture to begin my conrments for this month by quoting from something of my own published in 1956:
The central theme of Southern history, in my opinion, is the drive
of tle rulers to maintain themselves in power, and the struggle against
this by the oppressed and the exploited. . . .
The South, as presendy dominated, is reaction's greatest single bulwark, and this it his been for gcnerations. But it has been this not with
the agreement or even the acquiescence of most of i.ts people. Rather, it
has'been reduced to this by fraud and terror and chauvinism and violence,

will of the vast majority of Southern people.
The South, in the past, several times has been on the verge of ,breaking
reaction's grip (and for brief periods did break that grip). It is again on the
verge of this hreakaway-it is at a turning point. This time, in our life
spans, I think it will make it, and we have in this possibility the greatest
single potential of progressive reinforcement in our country. Such a release
from reaction, and a flowering in the Sou,th of democracy, equality, and
economic progress will be the logical culmination of its stirring history .. .
The movement for the democratization of the South and the liberation
of the Negro people is a movement for the South. It is in continuation of
the finest traditions of Southern history, created by its greatest heroesfrom Thomas Jefferson to Gabriel Prosser, from Angelina Grimke to
Frederick Douglass, from George Washington Cable o Ella Mae Wiggins,
from Ida B. Wells-Barnett to Hugo L. Black. (Toward Negro Frcedom,
contrary to the

N. Y., 1956, pp. r84, r9o-9r)
It is axiomatic that reaction seeks not only to dominate the present but
also the past-{r the rendering of the past. Indeed, to the degree that
reactionary interprctations of the past prevail, to that degree will reactionary
control of the present persist.
The reactionary interpretation of the past of our country has two main
ingredients: one seeks to minimize or to deny the militant nature of that
past and its class struggle core; the other seeks through either omission
or distortion to deny the existence of any real history on the part of thc
Negro people. Both of these merge strikingly in the conventional prescntation of the history of the South: monolithic white unity in defensc of
"civilization" against'black barbarism."
48
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This interpretation is false; hence, given the nature of our present society,
tends to be dominant. One of the ingredients of Northern provincialism
especially virulent east of the Hudson River-is the belief *rat
-perhaps
"the South" is simply one morass o[ hopeless backwardness.* This feeds
a kind of arrogance that rationalizes inactivity; at the same time, nothing
pleases the Dixiecrats more than this identification of "the South" with

it

them.

In fact, as we have affirmed, radical, democratic and egalitarian currents
have never been absent from the South; tlese have come decisively from
the Negro millions living there, and they also have come from the greater
numbers of whites to whom the South is home. Nothing suits the Dixiecrats better than tci insist that the prcsent drives in the South are the work
of "outside agitators." The same cry was raised concerning the slave plots
and uprising of the r7th, r8th and rgth centuries; it was raised concerning
massive Democratic efiorts in the South from Bacon's Rebellion in the rTth
century to the intense anti-Bourbon batdes of the pre-Civil War decades,
to the anti-secessionist and pro-union feelings so widespread inside the
South during the Civil'War, to the Radical Reconstruction efforts basically
of the Southern people-Negro and white-themselves after that War. It
beset the later Agrarian, Populist, Socialist and New Deal movements that
were so significant inside the South during the latter part of the rgth
century and in the decades of our own century. In all these cases, the cry
of "outside agitator" was demagogic; these struggles inside the South came
out of the South and were conducted by Southerners for the redemption
of their own land. This does not mean, of course, that these movements did
not have nation-wide (and even world-wide) roots and relationships; they
di{, but that no more makes these movements alien to the South than to
any other region of the United States.
The fact is that today the South again is in intense motion. It is the sweep
and universality of this motion that terrorizes the Bourbon and his WallStreet bossl both have battened on Southern blood dripping from the
prolonged crucifixion they have brought that region's people and both
fear that the feast is ending.
A significant aspect of this popular rebellion is the critical re-examination
of Bourbon mythology that numerous Southern white men and women
are undertaking. This is related to a most important change that has
appeared among these people, and especially the younger among them. The
efiectiveness of white supremacy, of racism is wearing ofi; increasingly
'1" .1. [priop 1964 .is*e..o-!.Th3 V]r.gin-h -Ail&tqb,.gm o-f thg.yqungu Southern white historians,
George B. Tindall, eramines "The Benighted South:
Origins of a Modern Myth."

-
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this powerful battle-cry of the Dixiecrats and the ulua-Right is falling fan
Esloeciallv notable and efiective has this re-examination been among
unrrin, Southern white historians; the list by now is long and impressive:
hon.i Shues, perry Floward, Malcolm Mclvtillarq Charles G. Sellers, fr.,
Yearns,
Jac[ g. Scffis, Wittiam R. Taylor, George B. Tindall, Wilfred B.
A' D'
Woodward,
Vann
C.
Saloutos,
hrarrk W. KlingUerg, Theodoie
thgp,
appear.-among
difierences
Great
scholars.
[iese
Kirwan
but"*o"rrg
all tik" ,r, exccedingly dim view of the moonlight-magnolia'
of course,"r"
molasses fantasia.

of this renaissance of

southern white
Anothe, significant member
first book,
whose
Grantham,
W.
is
Dewey
democratiomiid.d hiutorians
him as
(rpSq)
marked
South
the.
New
of
the
Politics
and
Smith
Hofre
meriting close anendon. Mr. Grantham is as Southern as hominy and
erits: hi was born in Manassas, Georgia and did his undergraduate work
the
it the University of Georgia. His giaduate degrees werc. earncd at
North
included
has
career
teaching
and
hii
Caroli-na
University of N&th
Texas State College, the University of Norttr Carolina and for the past
decade, Vanderbili University in Nashville.
H" ** then a splendid and logical ghoice for the honor of delivering
tlre Lamar Memorial Lectures, in-October, 1952, at Mercer University in
Mr.orr, Georgia. Professor Grantham chose as the theme of his four
i..*r.u, The"Democtatic South, and this recently has been published by
the Unlversity of Georgia Press (Athens, Ga.,-rog 9n" $z':o)'. Such was
the setting, such the aus=pices: what came out of the heart of DixieP
ProfessJi Grantham's volume is a calm, scholarly and therefore marvelously efiective blast against Dixiecratic historiography. Now let Professor
Grantham speak for himself :
The more he studied the history of his own South, he tells this audience
in Macon, Georgia, "the more convinced I became that our understanding
of the .oi.rrt to""Ai*, the region experienced social confict and adopted
salurary refot'ms has been obscured by the myth of a monolithic and conservative South."
Professor Grantham reiects the neo-conservative view which sees the
alleged absence of class and social confict as the decisive characteristic of
Uni"ted States history. On the contrary, he insists: "Americans have experi,enced plenty of social confl.ict but much of its meaning is lost when it is
pr.senied in terms of a clash between monolithic sections." And, specifically:
iTh.t. has been a 'democratic South' as well as a 'conservative South.' A

sound and realistic history of southern life and institutions must rest
upon an understanding and a proper evaluation of this fact."

IN OUR TIML,
5T
Grantham's directness of expression is as notable as the inIDEAS

Professor

of his analysis. There in Georgia, as a Lamar Memorial Lecturer,
he 19t only -insists that "southerners were powerfully affected by the
equalitarian
cisiveness

ideals of the Revolution-"the doctrine of natural rrghrs, popular
sovereigntyr.governmenr by contract, and the perfectibility Jf maf; he
goes on to the most sensitive area of the Myth, ihus:

Not even Radical Reconstrucrion was without its ideorogicar supportin the white South, for a substantial number of old whils and ll*erjoined with'carpetbaggers' and Negroes"(themselves)
class. white
.men
Southernersl) to carry out the mosir*ee!'ing extension"of political demo"racy the Ieglon had ever known. Although their democratic achievements and equalitarian ideals soon becamJ the obiect of conrempt and
revulsion among white southerners, these reform-minded men 'or tn"
south made a lasting contribution to the democratic tradition in America.
I't is one of the litde ironies of Southern history tha the ideals these Reconstruction reformers sought- to implement are essentially the same
ideals. that inspire a large_ number of Americans during th. .irte* Reconstruction' we are now witnessing.
ers

- other equally sacred shibboleths of Dixiecratism are bluntlv assailed:
thus, "the secession movement was suongly opposed by many'people in
the South," and "the collapse of the conTederaiy *ao probabiy Lade in-

by te lack of enthusiasm on the part of gr.i,
of old
"*6.rs
and,union
sym-pathizers for a Democratic iar which
*"ny-.o*
Y,Hgl
sidered the height of folly."
Professor Grantham emphasizes the radical and militant traditions in
the_ south, not excludiing-the. deep infuenc_e of socialism, .rf..i"lly
io
such states as oklahomi and Louisiana. He emphasizes ihe ^ oligaictric
character of rule in the South, and the financial overlordship of ruch ,uie.
This domination came, as he states, in, spite of prolonged^ *J bltt , ,.sistance; the dominarion resulted not only in the jisfranlhisement of most
I.iegro people, "but many white men as well.,,
He notes that resistance again is on the rise and that this is characteristic
of. southern history. of
F; greatest importance, he insists, i.r-thi, .rfort
at.southern-advance, is the efiort of the-Negro masses to assure first<lass
citizenship for themselves. Grantham sees thJ Negro ,r ,n irrt.gr"i p;;i
Southern history and society and- sees his strugg[ as basic ," it. ,.giorr',
stlugg-le- and sees_his.victory as basic to the r"e!-ion's advance. ihrrr,
in ,
splendid. pqagraph, where even rhe name of thaitrue pioneer, Oi.
O, nols,
is brought forward as confirmation-and this before
,"di."..-i' M".on,
-e_vjtfle

_

""
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Georgia, by a Georgia born-andSred white scholar (how one wishes the
Doctor could have lived to have read of this!), Professor Grantham says:
The mere fact that Southern Negroes are voting in appreciable numis full of meaning, but it may be equally significant that hey tend to
'bers
join the liberal factions of the Democratic party. It was almost as if
another of the old Populist dreams was coming uue. Fifty years ago
W. E. B. Du Bois declared that 'The Negro voter . . . has in his hand
the tremendous power of emancipating the Democratic Party lrom its
enslavement to a reactionary South.' Whether Du Bois was remarkably
prescient or whether he was tempting the irony of fate, in today's setting
his analysis contains a good deai of truth.

Nor did Professor Grantham fail to draw the conclusion for the present
from his interpretation of the South's history. Knowing the reality of the
South's past, including its democratic and militant heritage, gives confidence that the present efiort to defeat reaction in the South and make of
it a force for progress and democratic life will be uiumphant. We rnust
know this South better, Professor Grantham writes, in his concluding
paragraph-"a Soutl we know too little-the democratic South-frequently
repressed but always struggling and, we may fervently hope, growing
stronger with the passing of time."
Dixiecratic doom is written in the heavens of the Twentieth Century;
one of the brightest sters in that fumament is made up of the younger
Southern white scholars who know that the path of racism is the path of
death for all-for whitc and Negro, for the United States, and, in the first
place, for their own South.

April

18, 1964

Communications
EVALUATION OF HENRY JAMES

I would like to present a view of
Henry fames somewhat different from

that given by V. I. Jerome in the
"I'he King Who Never Was,"

article.

in Political Affairs, March
ry64. The article was a lengthy review of Maxrvell Geismar's hook,
published

hiessen, who was neither cultist nor
reactionary, and by the English Marx-

ist, Arnold Kettle. Then there was
William Dean Howells, who as cri,tic,
novelist and socialist, was an inspiring
figure in the development of Amirican

Henry lanes and the lacobites, a book

to

picture. One may cite the writings in
ion of |ames by F. O. Matt-

admira

with which ferome is in almost comql-me agreement. It is worth raising a
different view for discussion, I think,
because the evaluation of a country's
heritage, with the extraction from'it
of everything of value, is a ma,tter of
considerable importance

[reen praised only by reacrionary critics,
and was detested by social-minded ones,
he is presenting a highly oversimplified

social and critical realism. Howells, as

his biographer Everett Carter writes,
"was as unceasingly and uncompromis-

ingly appreciative of the genius of
fames as he was of the genius of
Twain."
It is unfortunate that the critical
re-evalution of James, so necessary in
our own time, should have been so
largely dominated by a co,terie of
powerfully-situated critics whose "ana-

Marxists.

And we do not have so rich a rgth
century novelistic heritage that we can

afrord to do without James, or give
him over to the reaotionaries.
The least that can be said of fames

is that he applied himself to the novel
and short story with a consistent seriousness of thought and loftiness of
artiptic standards-According to hls
ligh,ts-matched by few Americans of
his generation or preceding it. He
might have been an exasperating writer.
But his best novels are matched or
exceeded in stature by few others written in America before the first World
War, and a considerable number of
his short s ories stand with the best

lyses" throw less light on |ames than
on their avidity in using James to
support their own anti-social and reactionary ideas. And it is true that
there was plenty in ]ames's narrow
a.rrd prejudiced social vision to give

thcm material for this. But the

Tact

remains that a cult of these proportions
cannot be built very succesifuily over

a writer who has nothing to him but

in the English language. His works

reactionary viervs.

have continued to be read since his
dea,th quite apart from the operations
of the critical cult that has recently
pretended to discover ]ames, and has
exalted his work for reactionary or
opportunist pu4)oses.
When ]erome implies that James has

some real su,bs ance.

He has to

have

To the extent that

Geismar's book has exposed the perverted thinking within this critical

cult, he has done a notable service.
My opinion is that his demolition

would have been more effective, had
he been more perceptive, like Howells,
53
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of the merits in

fames. ferome does
express some reservations about Geismar's negative view of |ames, but still
says that the "kingr" meaning fames,
is "naked." I think that there is more
to ibe said for |ames.
|ames was one of the grea,test, most
penetrating psychologists among the
novelists and story wrirers of his time.

In his works he put his finger on the
starding truth, that all was not well
with the "well-to-do," long ,before this
becarne the common property of novelis s and psychiatrists. It was perhaps
the realization of the unpleasant and
shocking nature of his discoveries that
caused |ames to express ,them in a
somewhat guarded and subtle way,
but they exist in his books. For example, there is the tortured, destructive
mother-daughter rela,rionship in the
story Europe,' the destructive effect on
a daughter of an over-proteotive father

in the novel Washington

Square; the
over-tight father-daughter bond h The

Golden Bowl, which almosr wrecks
the marital life of both of them; he

tragic realization of his own emptiness,
by a man who has deliberately thosen
a timid and sheltered life, in The Beast
in the lungle; the corrosive eflect of
pretending love to gain money, in The
Wings of the Doue; the wife-husband
relationship in The Liar.

Orre

of the

trends

of

bourgeois

culture in the latter rgth century and
early zoth was the ,pi.rrrnc. oi orr.sided geniuses who were giants when
it came to the exploration of inner,
psychological truths and pigmies when
it came to the rational grasp of social,
scientific and historical truths. Examples are Dostoievsky, Wagner, Froust,
foyce, D.

H. Lawrence.

)ames belongs

h

them, not the greatest among
them but also not the least. We could
wish that they had been different as
thinkers, but they are now part of
history. The critical task is not to
wi

destroy

them, ut to consider

in a social

them

context that enables their
values o be separated from their blindnesses. The impor ant question is, what

can be learned from them,
And |ames portrayed his findings
not as abstract "hu,man truths" but
as psychologies ;bound to a specific
social milieu. Why did he choose to
write about the i'leisure classl" This

bias, which Geismar and |erome note,
is obvious in fames and has been used

to

him for more than a half
He did avoid any scru.tiny
of the sweep of social movement in
American life. He had no interest in
berate

century.

the working class. And when he took

up the milieu of the well-todo and
rich, he ignored, as Geismar and |e-

rome point out, the way in which the
rich made their money. He preferred
to treat them as "retired," or as living
on setded income. This is true, it is
lamentab,le,
pathies, and

it speaks of narrow symi hurt fames as a novelist.

But there is still another s,ide to this.
fames was deeply concerned with
a problem also of deep concern to
Marxistsl that of human freedom, of
happiness, of the nature of a liberated
life. If he fled from consideration of
the working people, it was because to
him they were not able to live as
".free menr" and develop themselves
as rounded human beings. He also
could not put the active business man
or capitalist at the center of his novels,
because they too, immersed in the
money-making drive, could not bc
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"free men." In this respect his observa- subject. ]ames consistently shows the
tion overlaps that of Karl Marx. For membcrs of this class as unhappy and
Marx pointed out how the conditions even tragic, frustrated by their owu
of labor under capitalism tend to alien- blindness or victimized by the cruel
ate the worker frorn his own human, and evil machinations of others in the
creative powers, and dso how the same milieu. This is not the picture a
bourgeois rnind becomes enslaved to "laureate" would paint.
It is ironic that the kind of freedom
its own avarice and competitive war.
Of course Marx, a far wiser man tlan and sensibility which ]ames envisaged
James, drew entirely opposite conclu- is coming into being exacdy from
sions from this to those of ]ames. the class fames most disdained, the
Marx knew that the working class working class. In the Soviet Union
would recover and afirm i,ts rounded and other socialist countries, in the
humanity in its struggle against ex- struggle against old views of life, a
pliotation, and furthermore, would generation is coming into being which
bring into being a society where all is not obsessed y money, doesnt
human beings could really be free worry about it, and doesn't work or
to develop themselves in a many-sided the primary purpose of making money.
It is bringing into being a rich culway.
]ames studied the "leisure class" be- tural life. fames-like a mr:ch greater
cause to him these people were the writer than he, Dostievsky-had no
only ones to have he opportunity to use for socialism. But ,he did raise
live a "free life." He was philosop,hic- searching questions that only socialism
ally deluded in thinking that parasitic- could answer. He did not see this
ism could lead to freedom. But he answer, although it was part of the
was enough of an artist and realist intellectual current of his time. But
to show that these people, in their for all his narrourness, he did indicate
actual lives, were any,thing but free. that no valid answer was forthcoming
ferome calls fames the "laureate of the from bourgeois society.

leisure class." A laurate, I take it, is
one who praises, exalts and deifies his

S'oNrv FrNrrrsrsrN

COMMENTS BY THE AUTHOR
Sidney Finkelstein's communication

has merit, in the first place for stressing the need to preserve our cultural
heritage. This stress is the cultural

cornplemen ,to the political suasion
against self-limiting Leftism. One recalls with chagrin the total rejection

of Franz Kafka by the literary kft

not o say that the
error can be only one of narrowness.

everywhere. This is

Zql for appropria ion mey take on
exaggerated forms, thus tending to
blur values. An instance is the al ogether uncritical and adula,tory acof the total corpus of Hern-

cep,tance

ingway's output.
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Cultural inheritance is broad enough

to include many

things trhat require

to be evaluated critically. Such critical
assessment and selection, as well as
the rejection which this implies, are
factors that shape the heritage. Not
all in Goethe is herita le, not all in
Shakespeare. in many a writer progressive may comingle with reaction-

ary

features, 'sometimes in changing
of his creation, at others in a

phases

single work. Yet everything that is
vital in the art and literature of the
past enters into the heritage.
Finkelstein proceeds from this idea
in presenting specific points of difference with the approach to Ffenry
[ames in Maxwell Geismar's book and
in my discussion of it. His points are
offered in a context of agreement with
a number of basic ideas in the book
and in the review, one may say with
the heart of the social criticisrn they
cxpress, and he concludes that |ames's

"narrow sympathies" hurt him as

a

novelist.

Finkelstein advances, however, three

main critical arguments in favor of a
diflerent evalua,tion of Henry fames.
These are: ]ames's stature as novelist,
his high qualities as fictional psychologist, and his deep concern for human
freedom.

As to his first point, it is manifestly
valid. fames's place of distinction in
American letters as a maior novelist
is inviolately established. In essence

it is no Geisrnar's purPose to
lessen |ames's positive contributions,
as he himself states, but to refute his
magnification by the cultists for anti'
actually,

democra

ic

ends.

There is value in Finkelstein's sec-

ond marn point, which bids us accord

due recognition to fames the penetrating psychologist among the novelists

of his day. It is incontestable that by
his high qual,ities of psychological insight and depiction he contributed
toward enriching the art of the novel.
It is only the third main point that
specifically involves idea-content. This
is stated to be |ames'deep concern for
[ruman freedom, "a problem also of
deep concern to Marxists."
fames's concern for freedom as he
conceived it was indeed genuinel but
it was a freedom confined exclusively
to the needs and the expression of will
of an egq an aristocratic or generally
leisure-class ego, his own or the individual character's-the freedom of the

sheerly personal man. As to social
freedom, this concept was utterly alien
to his oudook and his life's purpose.

Ou of his deep concern for freedom
according to his sights, as Finkelstein
himself states, he turned away from
the working people, to him incapable
of living as free men, as he turned

from the industrial-capitalis s, likewise
unfree through involvement in the
profi drive, to the serene plateau of
lordly leisure, where no Adam delved
and no Eve span-the true a,bode of
freedom!
If actualities and not chimeras should
concerlr us in the concept of human
freedom, we cannot avoid concluding

that the quality of freedom in any
meaningful sense comes little to life
in fames's artistid creationsr. ISabel
Archer, the lady of. A Portrait of a
Lady, held by many to be the |amesian
character most admirably symbolic of
the urge to freedom, ends in ineffectualness with her surrender to nonfreedom in the misalliance with Gilbert
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Osmond. The heroine's decision to its conception of freedom. There y he
form this union, after her manifesta- limited and greatly diminished the sigtions of will in rejecting, not without nificance of his art, however masterly
difrculty, Caspar Goodwood and Lord his technique was. By such conformWashburton because of her love oI ism and by his refi.ned aibstraction of
liberty, fails of artistic realization. art from life in its reality, he furnished
There is a major psychological hiatus the contemporary facobites with a
that leaves the marriage to Osmond all kinghood around which to rally. It
too thinly and implausi ly motivated, was the king of their acclaiming to
Other critics have noted this failing in whose nakedness Geismar pointed. This
the novel's development. Frorn this I hold to be the quintessence of Geispoint it is necessary to extract the mar's critique. And as good contenders
meaning of the weakness in a sense against all neo-Restorationists we have
cause to be full-heartedly grateful.
deeper than that of viewing it simply
The problem of freedom arises reas a slip of the master's hand.
In the deepest sense, the hiatus in currently in the novels of James. To the
Isa el Archer's decision of will was question, freedom for whoml the andiscoverable in the author. If he could swer is obvious: for his class, or, shall
not bring .'his heroine, the freedom- we say caste, and within the framesymbol, to sustained self-realization, work of that class. Yet even for them
it was because at ottom he did not he could not consummate its realization"
transcend the limitations of his char- For his "good" characters could not
acter. Thus, Arnold Kettle, in a con- free themselves from the inevi able retext laudatory of ]ames, says in his straints of a money economy which
Introduction n ,he English Noaelz they knew to be indispensable to their
"The limiting factor in The Portrait freedom-a viewpoint that fames
of a Lady is the failure of |ames in the deeply shared and with the su,btleties
last analysis to dissassociate himself of his art cultivated. The truths that
from Isabel's errors of understanding." parasitism cannot lead to freedom,
For all his frequent perceptions of the which the artist in him may reveal, are
seamy side of the social life aibout him, far outsparked ,by the delusions he
erridenced in his bitter responses in fosters in glamourizing the English
short stories and novels to the corrup- aristocracy.
It was in quest of this freedom, to
tion and the offensive snob ery of
English "best society" (to which he realize himself as a novelist in the
nevir found himself really admitted), higher civilization of England's upper
|ames conveyed no implication that class, that he {orsook his nitive
there was something rotten in the America, "a country without a soverstate of Mayfair. He made his peace eign, without a court, without a no
with the self-contained right-little, bility . . . without a picturesque peastightJittle world of ennobled leisurel antry, without palaces or castles . . .
in fact he had never lvarred against it. without fox-hunting or country gendeIIe conformed to its interests, to its men. . . .tt
In the light of these considerations,
rnorality, and, in the final analysis, to
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it

find tihe problem
attaining the ]amesian freedom
presented in association with the problem of deep concern to Marxists, for
whom freedom is no metaphysical absolute or supra-class category but
represents a historical produc . It is
surprising that one should see "the
kind of freedom and sensibili.ty which
James envisaged" coming into being in
the countries of working-class rule. To
appears strange to

of

estaiblish that identity, one would need

to note in

these transformed societies

not only the

of

obsession with
money. One would have to find present

all the

absence

counterparts

ion..ir., it, how-

WHY THE PEOPLE MOURNED

the social freedom. What have Marxists

in the freedom of some-attained or envisaged-that is based on
the enslavement of othersl In the words
of Frederick Engels, "society cannot
itself be free unless every individual is
to praise

f,ree."

Arrists who have deluded themselves

into thinking that denial of this

re-

lationship gives concreteness to the
subject of free,jom have fallen into
artificially and ineluctably into aliena-

of the English tion from

court and nobility, palaces and castles,
picturesque peasantry and country
gendemen, which for fames were conditioning factors of his envisioned freedom but which for the freedom of deep
concern to the Marxists whom Lenin
led had to be eliminated.
Realization of the individual's freedom, is the heart of freedom in the
U"ryrl, meaning, a principle which
Finkelstein steadfastly- espouses. Thc
problem as Marxism

ever, in distinction from all lurings by
social unrealities, pertains to the relationship of the individual's freedom to

freedom. Such is the case
with Henry fames. Contrary to Mark

Twain, Whitman, Howells, who looked
to the people of America, ]ames turned
his back on the genuine source of
creativity and landed anachronistically
in castles, fox-hunts, and other forms

of

freedom.

Can the ideal of flight to rhat "free

life," however profound the

concern

for its attainment, be cherished for our
cul

ural heritagel

V. f. frnornlr

As an American citizen, graduate
student, and one who devotes rnuch
time and effort adding my voice to
a varioty of organizations of thc Left,
may I take this opportunity to raise
serious objections to the editorial whrclr

in the |anuary, 1954 issue
P. A. entitled "The Kennedy Assassination: Why the People Mournappeared

ed?"
Firsdy, the third paragraph expresses
rhe tacit assufilption that the massive
outpouring of .grief by Americans in
reaction to the President's death was
and continues to be symbolic of noble
aspirations having far-reaching inter-

with popular American thinking.
Secondly, would it not,be cornpletely

wards a people facing an ever?resent

atom military tlreat from Forrnosa
and Japanl

Moreover, it would be pointless to
even attempt detailed explanations for
the reaction of People's China, The

editors are ro douk all oo familiar
with them, and, if not, may I suggest

indicates is that
President Kennedy had become a
symbol of the popular aspirations for

For what [it]

the chapter entitled "The Chinese
in Awaftened China by Felix
Greene. Let us never forget that it
Case"

peace and democracy--of the hopes
of the American people for the

was under the Kennedy Administration that reaction and co,unter-revolution were bolstered to their greatest
heights in Southeast Asia by United

ure.

Hardly so! Indeed, almost all of the

States imperialism, in direct threat to,
the sovereignty of the People's Repub

of the nation, as
of people who sup

great cold warriors
masses

lic. The point to be tellingly made in,
this connection is that P. A. is highly
pr€sutrnptuous and, in my opinion, to.
tally unjustified in criticizing People's
China with respect to how and how
not to react towards the assassination..

po.rted such policies, genuinely ,mourn-

ed the tragic fate that befell the President. While I, along with P. A., would
love nothing better than to believe that

the majority of the American people
were so moved y the lofty aims of
peace and democracy, the maintenance

of

in-

row and shockr" when, in fact, President Kennedy did not change in one
iota a policy af complete hostility to

national consequences:

well as the

readers, as well as affronting their

telligence. Such an attitude indicates.
that P.A. is completely out of touch

hypocritical for the Government of the
People's Republic of China to "associate themselves with the sense of sor-

of.

fu

fable fools nobody but the writers, protests the minds of serious and honest

such an Alice and Wonderland

Harold
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rvho had no more reason than they
to love Kennedy, as well as to that

THE EDITORS REPLY
Mr. Reyob evidently does not question the reality of the profound popular grief over the assassination of
President Kennedy-an outpouring almost comparable to that displayed up

on the death of Franklin D. Roosevelt. The issue is rather the reasorrs
for that grief. On this score, we believe
he is seriously mistaken in his assessment of the temper of the American
people.

We did not document the statement
that Kennedy had become a sym,bol

of

popular aspirations for peace and
democracy (nor can we under,take to

do so in this brief note)

,because

few

things appeared more self-evident. No
one could read the press, watch tele.rision or even talk to one's neighbors during those fateful days without
being made to feel that this was indeed the image of Kennedy in the

of mos Americans. Ahd certainly no one could read the Negro
press, listen to Negro leaders or witness the great outpouring of Negro
people to view he President's bier in
Washington, without seeing that he
Negro people looked upon the assassination as a blow to their deepest aspirations. How fully the reality corresponded to this image is not the
question here; what seems to us undeniable is that the image existed.
Does he believe that most Americans are not moved by profound fear
of nuclear war, howevor mistaken may
be their ideas of the source of the
war danger, and by a sincere desire
to do everything possible to avert itl
Or that they are not influenced by
minds

deep-rooted democratic traditions which

increasingly reflected in the
mornentous civil rights strugglesl
If such sentiments did not exist and
rnake themselves felt, a MacArthur

are

tday

might well have had his way about
dropping atorn bornbs in Korea, or
a Dulles about using them in Vietnam. In the Caribbean crisis, it might
well have been the "hawksr" not the
"doves," who prevailed. Without this,
the tide of McCarthyism in our country would not have been stemmed.
And the fight for civil rights legisl aion

would not have reached its

present

stage.

In

fact, popular polls taken at the

time of the Caribbean crisis

showed

overwhelming opposition to invasion of
Cuba. And today, despite official attempts to win public support for escalation of the war in Vie narrS recent
polls indicate clear opposition to such

a policy.
Nor is the genuineness of these popular sentiments a,bout Kennedy gainsaid by the fact that "great cold warriors" ioined in the expression of sorrow. The fact is that there were those
among the cold warriors who did not
join in and who even gloated openly
over the President's death-the spokes"
men of extreme reaction and the avow..

ed racist and ultra-Righ elements.
It is in the company of these elements that the Chinese leaders found
themselves in ,their initial reaction.
Mr. Reyob thinks it would have becn
hypocritical for them to react otherwise. But their response stands in glarinEJ contrast to that of Fidel Castro,

of many others here and abroad who

lvere extremely hostile to Kennedy but
rvere nevertheless profoundly shocked
by his murder.

of the

6r

Chinese government.

The sentiment of the American People for peace and democracy has not
only repeatedly made itself felt in the
past, but leads them to gravitate today

toward support of any political leader
This is a normal and na ural re- who tends in that direction, in howaction to such shameful and senseless ever small a degree. And, President
crime. The only exception might be Kennedy, in his actions leading up to
such monsters as Adolph Hider. But such steps as the signing of the parhere lies the crux of the Chinese re- tial nuclear test ban agreernent, was
action, for they have repeatedly char- giving evidence of moving in response
acterized the Kennedy Administration to popular pressure, in ,that direction.
To be sure, the Kennedy Adminis.
as a fascist regime and Kennedy himself, while he was alive, as the coun- tration had ,by no rneans abandoned
try's number one fascist. It is this outrageous distortion of fact w,hich should

affront Mr.

Reyo,b's intelligence rather

than our criticism of the Chinese leaders' reaction. However, i,t should be
noted that Chou EnJai later modified

this initial reaction and expressed regret over the assassination in behalf

the basic cold war policies. Its hostility
to People's China remained unabated,

and the di.rty war in Vietnam was
stepped up during his tenure. But this
is not the whole picture, and it is the
rest of lt that we believe Mr. Reyob
fails to see'

-The

Editors

Book Review
Alfred

To refer to the revolutionary ferrnent
in Latin America today has become

in

17 out o[ the zo Latin American countries over a period of 8 years

ed

quite commonplace. Yesterday's news as a personal represen ative of the
dispatches from Panama, Brazil, and President, with he rank of special
Venezuela highlight this social unrest, Arnrbassador to Latin America.

and tomorrow's events in Chile, Guatemala, Argentina and Bolivia will only
confirm the deep, popular discontent.

Not a few books by North Americans in the recent period report, investigate, analyze and predict the development of the revolution in Latin

America.

Of

these,

two are the sub

of this review.*
"There is absolu.tely no

ject

doub,t in
my mind that revolution is inevitable
in Latin Ams1i63"-i5 the opening
sentence in Mil on S. Eisenhower's
book, The Wine is Bitter. And Gerald
Clark in The Coming Explosion in
Lattn America finds rhat: ". . Fidelismo has become the greatest single
su,bject, the greatest single force in
this society of zoo million people".
T[re immediate causes for ,the continuing poverty, disease, illiteracy and
industrial backwardness of the Latin
American countries are probed by
these authors, and the facts of the
unbelievable misery are presented, not
in dramatic and human terms. All too fre-

quendy, however, the basic causes for
these conditions are not examined in
Eisenhower studied and travel-

TMil,oo

A very brief summary of his factual findings on conditions in Latin
America would include such statements as: "Most Latin American coun-

tries are heavily dependent on agriculture . . . the vast maiority of these
people are virtual slaves to a wealthy
and privileged few who owned the
land." Latin Americans are more suscepti le to diseases because of low nutritional levels. And-"for every child
that dies of malnutrition in the United
States more than three hundred die
of the same deficiency in some Latin
American nations."

We are informed tha,t: "Housing
. . . are not likely to be

conditions

endured peacefully much longer." On
education we learn that: '-Primary
schools are insufficient in number and
woefully inadequate . . . Too few of
the remote areas have schools, and

Americans cannot read or write." On
the standard of living we gather that:
"The income of worlers ii incredibly
low, ranging from seventy-five doilars a year in Bolivia to three hundred
clollars a year in the best areas of several countries, incl.uding Argentina,

depth.

Dr.

ABIECT POVERTY

where they do exist pupils tend to
drop out early, often at the end of
one year . . . The majority of Latin

only in cold figures but of,ten

S. Eisenhower, Tbe lvine ir Birter,

Doubleday and C-o., New York, S4.95; Gerald
Clxk, Tbe Comine Exblosion in Latin Amqice,
David McKay Cr., New York, $6,75.
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Brazil and Mexico."

provided

Ttre volume by Clark covers ground

I-ATIN AMERICA IN FERMENT
By John

LATIN AMERICA IN FERMENT
similar to that of Dr. Eisenhower.
Clark spent several years in Latin
America visiting most of i,ts repu,blics.
Being a Canadian, a Montreal journalist, he offers less apologetics for U.S.
imperialism and evidences greater ob.
jectivity than does the book hy an oficial representative of a Republican administration in the USA.

The facts o{

unrbearable poverty are

detailed a dozen times and more as
Clark moves from country to country,
as he interviews and talks to people
in all walks of life*students and professors, workers and capitalists, peons

and

landowners, Communists and

Catholics, I.'idelis as and counter-revolutionaries, heads

of government

and

the man on the street.
"In Brazil they are called fauela-r, in

Argentina they are poblaciones
lampas,

in

cal-

Colombia they are bohilas,

in Venezuela t*rey are ronchos, in Peru
they are barriadas, and they all mean
the same: slums. One ,third ,to one half

of the people in the principal cities of
these countries live in a nightmare of
depression and squalor unequaled even

in Shanghai"-1[s5 Clark introduces
a section dealing wi h the abysmal
poiverty

Clark

of the slum-dwellers.

asserts tha,t purists may

quih

ble abount references to feudalism

as

in practice he tells us, "the
impo.rtant factor is that a traditional
slavery but

society
feudalism, semi-feudalism,
modified- slavery-survives to his day
in much of Latin America, the statistics concerning which are shocking."
From Clark's book we also learn that

Brazil, like other Latin American
to have advanced
labor and welfare legislation. Free

countries, is reputed

education and free health services are

in practically

6j
every country

--on paper. The reasons why some of
"tle finest laws in the world" in Brazil,
for example, are not put into practice
are threedold: government defaults in

payfient, gross bureaucracy and corruptlon.

A NEO-COLOMALIST PLAN
That the roots of "the coming explosion" lie in these ev€r-present op
pressive conditions in city and cotrntryside is candidly admitted by Dr.
Eisenhower and Clark. Eisenhower
offers the Alliance for Progress*the
social revolution by peaceful means*
as the only alternative to "violent up-

heaval and bloody revolution [that]
will almost certainly lead to military
or Communist dictatorships." While

it is Clark's personal ' elief that the

Alliance is an "honorable and imaginative" project he presents pages upon
pages of documentation tending to
prove that in most of Latin America,
there is chronic mistrust o1 dls 'lgiant"
in the North and in his proiects. Recent
developments only serve to corro,borate

this view. Yet Clark, in avowed desperation, closes his ,book with the
fantastic proposal that the Alliance
for Progress set up a school for "democratic revolu.tionaries" to train men
in skills needed to overthrow undesirable regimes. The emphasis, of

course, would be on peaceful revolution, bu,t "the United States must be
prepared to foment physical upheaval
in order to install governmen s with
reformists lines.l' Clark even pleads
that such a plan is not far-fetched.
Desperation, indeed, to wish that even
"the C. I. A. might participate with a
more progressive instinct than i.t has
shown in the past."
T,he acknowlodged faots of a de-

veloping revolutionary situation are
seemingiy faced and the answer is the
neo-colonialist plans of the Alliance
for Progress. And this is so primarily
because two large, dorninating facts o[
Latin American realities are ei,ther
glossed over or ignored. These realities
are: (r) that the Aiiiance for Progress
appeals to the landlord oligarchy to
give up some of their land to the
peasants, to introduce tax reforms in
order to tax themselves, and to ins itute
democratic rneasures, are utterly uto
pinan and meaningless; and (z) that

the exploitation of Latin America by
of the USA is a large and

monopolies

current factor behind the bitter poverty
and backwardness of these countries.
The obstacles to progress and the
emerging anti-feudal and antiimperialist revoiution in Latin America are the
landowners and the foreign monopolies.
The struggle is developing against the
semi-feudal rela ions of the latifundia
and the semi-colonial relations imposed
by American big ,business.
The Alliance for Progress-a ro-year

$roo ,billion dollar program-is in its
third year and stalled in crisis. The

Neou Yorft Timcs hemisphere business
review (lan. 17, 1964) notes "a certain

disenchantment wi

LATIN AMERICA IN FERMENT
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h the

Alliance"

among Latin American countries.
Other observers speak more frankly
more accurately--of its failure.
-and
The Alliance is contributing norhing
towards abolishing the semi-feudal land
structure, nor is it ass,isting in the

industrialization of Latin America
two of its supposed major obiectives.
And it can be safely predicted that the
Alliance will not bring abor.r,t any basic
changes in this "decade of reform."
In a small way i may have encouraged
the construction of schools, homes ind
roads--o( little substance to the basic

economic and structural reforms that

are so imperative. Clark quotes Dr.

Salvador Allende, a physician, leader
of Chile's Socialist Party, and 1964

presidential candidate

for the broad

coalition of Sociaiists, Communists and
National Democra,ts on the Alliance. It
is, he said, "like putting on a mustard
plaster to cure pneumonia in this era
of antibiotics."
There are a host of other questions,

such as the roles of the church and
the army, the significance of the so

called "democratic central groupsr" such
as the Betancourts, the Flayas, the Figuereses, the Beltrans, the Paz Estenssoros for the USA, the rising prices

of rnanufactured goods and the declining prices of raw commodities, etc.,
which space will not permit o discuss.
FIDELISMO

Two topics, however, do call for
brief critical cornment. One is the
Cuban revolution. Dr. Eisenhower repeats all the well-known lies and Iaments about the betrayal of the revolution and assures the reader that Castro's

stock in Latin America has started on
a sharp decline. The good doctor, in
his blind partisanship, finds it difrcult
to suppress his deep hatred of communism in general and "Castro communism" in particular.
Clark's approach to Fidelismo and
communism in La in Americawhether it be in Cu,ba, Brazil, Chile,
Ecuador, Guatemala or Peru, while

not.at all symparhetic ro the ideo,logy
or- the movement, is for rhe most part
sober and actual. He thus avoids minv.

though not all of the clilhes, ttie
half truths, the distor,tions and the
lies that Dr. Eisenhower all too often
regurgitates in his book. In spite of
Clark's sharp condemnation Lf the

of the Cuban revolution, of
the "chaos" in its economy, he is fully
aware that the massive poverty and
the new consciousness of "dignidad"
throughout Latin A,merica has given
Fidelismo a po\,ver of a traction that
will not soon disappear. (For a fuller
"excesses"

di."cussion of this ques ion the reader
is referred to an excellent and penetrating review by R. E. Stone of two
recent books on Cuba in the August
ryQ P.A.)

ROLE OF U.S. IMPERIALISM

The other topic that cries ou.t for
comment is U.S, Latin American relations. Here it is that Dr. Eisenhower
develops the "liberal" approach to our
"imperialist" past. In essence it is a

legend that goei sc,mething like this:
in the past-the now distant past (and
rvhy do you Latin Americans insist
on b,ringing it up a1l the time)-U.S.

foreign investors were concerneC only
rvith profits. This attitude is no longer
present, in fact, it is almost wholly
gone. Our only concern today is for

for a brotherly alliance of
equals. And Eisenhower is impa ielrt
and piqueci with any other approach
cooperation,

to our Latin American foreign policy.
He reveals an "enlightening evolution
of our relations with Latin America"
from "a patronizing imperialism" to
the current good neighbor who beccmes the good partner.
Such "enlightment" does not include

the fact ol continuing economic penetrclion by U.S. monopolies. even il
direct ar..d open military and political
inten,ention has been abandoned for
series oI reasons, does not

a whole

mention the annual take of one to
trvo billion dollars in profits by Stanclard Oil, United Fruit, Anaconda Copper, W. R. Grace and other American
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corporations, does not discuss the one
crop and one industry economy still
irnposed on many Latin American
countries.

To the credit of Clark it should be
noted that while he may hedge in a
number of concrete situations regarding U.S.-Latin American relations, he
is generally less willing to write ofi
the U.S. past or embellish the present.
Dr. Eisenhower may or may not
knorv it, but the days of imperialism
ilnd neo-colonialism are numbered.
Thc common people of North and

will in fact become
in the not too distant
firture-but not in an imperialist
clominated Alliance for Progress.
A footnote rs in order. While PresiSouth America

good partners

dent /ohnson, judging by his March

r6th address to the Orgenization of
American States in Washington, does
not recognize the changing tide of
events in Latin Ainerica, others do.
That anti-communism is not the
answer

in Latin America-or

else-

rvhere for that matter-was most significantly stated later that same month

by nonc other than Senator William
Fulbright, chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. He declared

that " the nlasrer myth of the colcl
r.ar" was that the Communist bloc
is a monolith of "organized conspiracies
in-rplacable in their determination to destroy the free world."
A revcrsal of our reactionary Latin
American policy-whether it be in
relation to Cuba, Panama or the Allirnce for Progress-will be hastened
when_ others in government recognize
this elementary truth and when pcpular
pressure clamors for ccoperation of
North and South American states nor

to

perpetuate the

thc

nerr'.

old but to

welcome

Two New lnlernolionol Books

Shokespeore ln A Chonging World
AnNorp Kft.rt:-r., Editor

'

These trvelve cssays by Shakespeare scholars and critics in the universities of Britain anC Europe are linked by a common vierv "that the best
way to emphasize the value of Shakespeare in our changing woild is to
see him in his." They also stress the Bard's humanism. Although not all
would describe themselves as lV[arxists without qualification, they agrce

on the vglue o[ lvlarxist historical materialism for discovering the sources
of that humanism. This is a unique contribution to the 4ooth anniversary

of

Shakespeare's

birth. Ihe

essays

deal with his times, the separate plays,

and with Shakespeare criticism today.
Cloth $5.5o; Paperbacft $r.95

Africo: The Woy Aheqd
By l,+cx

A

W-onus

leading authority on Airica rliscusses the multiple problems which

arise once independence is attained. The central question he poses is the
choice between capitalist and socialist road oI development in the light
of the pressing need to overcome the economic lag and the remnants of
tribalism, and to find the party systems and methods of social planning
required for progress. He devotes considerable attention to various versions of "African socialism" and the "African personality" now current,
and to the policy of "positive neutralism." This book illuminates the prob-

lems

of Africa

today.

Cloth $4.oo; Paperbacft $r.65
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